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IN THE. 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3172 
EDWARD V. CARTER, Plaintiff in Error, 
ver~<;us 
S. V. BUTLER, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR A WRIT OF ERROR AND 
SUPERSEDE.A FI. 
.1'o the Honorable Chief Justice and .Justices of tlu S,up1·eme 
· Court of Appeals of Virginia-: 
Your petitioner, Edward V. Carter, respectfully represents 
that he is aggrieved by the final judgment of the Circuit Court 
of King George County, Virginia, entered against him and 
in favor of the respondent on the 6th day of May, 1946, in a 
eertain action at law wherein the said respondent was plain-
tiff and your petitioner was defendant. For convenience, the 
parties will be so designated throughout this Petition. 
THE CASE IN THE COURT BELOW. 
By his Notice of Motion for .Judgment filed m the 
2* *Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of King George 
County, Virginia, on the '9th day of May, 1945, the plain-· 
tiff alleged that he had been injured as a result of the negli-
gent operation of a certain automobile truck being driven by 
Murphy Tate, the_ servant. of the defendant. Service of the 
aforesaid Notice was not had upon Murphy Tate. The de-
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f endant pleaded the general issue, and the action came on for 
trial upon the issue thus made up. 
The case was tried before a jury. .At the conclusion of all 
of the evidence in the case., the defendant moved to strike out 
all of the evidence in the case for the reason that there was 
insufficient evidence to sustain any verdict which the jury 
might give for the plaintiff based upon negligence on the part 
of the defendant. This motion was overruled by the court, 
whereupon the defendant objected to the giving of any in-
structions on behalf of the plaintiff for the same reason. 
After the jury had been instructed by the court, and the 
case argued by counsel, the jury retired, and some time later 
returned into court, and, upon being asked by the court if 
they had agreed upon a verdict, answered as follows : ''Jury 
decided on the insurance company giving· Mr. Butler three 
thousand dollars ($3,000.00)." There was then written upon 
the reverse side of tl1e Notice of Motion for Judgment the 
following· verdict: ''We, the Jury on the issue joined, 
a~ *find for the plaintiff and fix the damagr.s at three thou-
sand dollars ($3,000.00). R. A. Burgess, Foreman.'' 
The jury then acknowledg·ed the verdict as written out to 
be their verdict. 
The defendant thereupon moved to set aside the verdict of 
the jury and enter up final judgment in favor of the defend-
ant upon the ground that the verdict was contrary to the law 
and the evidence, or,, in. the alternative, set aside the verdiet 
of the jury and award the defendant. a new trial upon tho 
ground that the verdict was against a party not a party to 
the action, wns not resp01rnive to the issues in the case, and 
conclusively showed, upon its face, that tlie jury understood 
that the defendant carried public liability insurance on t.ht• 
vehicle involved in the accident and were improperly infiu-
enced thereby in arriving at their verdict. 
On the 6th day of lVIay, 1946, the court overmled the d0-
fendant 's motion, last above mentioned, and entered the final 
judgment now complained of in favor of the plaintiff agaiust 
the defendant in the sum of three thousand dollars ($H,OOO.OO). 
rrI-IE FACTS IN THE CA.SK 
The accident happened on State Highway No. 205 not for· 
from Colonial Beach, King George County, Virginia., on Sep-
tember 14, 1944, at about one o'clock iu the afternoon. It 
was raining lightly at the time. The hi.~hway, at tlw 
4* point *of the ncciclent, wa~ :1 hard-surf:we road° ninefo(•u 
feet wide. 
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The plaintiff is a State Police Officer. Both he and Mr. 
Robert Inglis, one o:f his witnesses, bad stopped at a place 
on the highway mentioned called Circle Inn for lunch. Mr. 
Inglis, in leaving the Inn, drove the wrong way on the circle 
there, and the plaintiffff, in company with his other witness., 
Sheriff J. S. Dishman, followed him toward Colonial Beach 
and stopped him at the point of the accident. Mr. Inglis 
stopped his car on ·the right-hand side of the highway, not 
entirely off the hard surface, his left wheels. it afterwards 
being ascertained, being one foot and two inches on the hard 
surface. Plaintiff parked his car ahead: or to the east, of 
Mr. Inglis' car some distance, got out and walked back to 
give Mr. Onglis a ticket for the traffic violation. To the west 
of the point of the accident, the highway is comparatively 
straight for a distance of approximately three hundred feet, 
at which point there is a gradual curve. To the east of tho 
point of the accident there is a somewhat sharp curve to t:be· 
:north, or left-hand in the direction of travel of the parties. 
The plaintiffff and Mr. Inglis saw the defendant's truck as it 
appeared around the first-mentioned curve, apparently ap-
proaching· in a perfectly normal manner, and paid no more at-
tention to it until it was upon them. Mr. Inglis saw the truck 
when it was about twenty feet from the *point of con-
5* tact. The plaintiff first realized that he was going to be 
struck when, as he stood upon the roadway talking to 
Mr. Ing·lis, who was seated in his parked car at the wheel, he 
felt what must have been the rig·ht front fender of the defend-
ant's truck brush, to use his own expression, the seat of his 
pants. At that point the plaintiff was struck by the right-
hand front corner of tlie truck as lie turned and grabbed hold 
of it, and was carried several feet before releasing his hold 
as the truck was brought to a stop. 
Afte1· the accident, S11eriff Dishman and the plaintiff took 
careful measurements. It appeared that the truck barely 
missed striking 1\fr. Inglis' car. There was only one brake 
mark upon the highway. The right front wheel of the defend-
ant's truck "dragged", as Sheriff Dishman described it, a 
distance of forty-eight feet. This mark was said to be prac-
tically straight. The defendant's driver, Murphy Tate., tes-
tified on behalf of the defendant. He said that he was on 
his way from Fredericksburg to Colonial Beach, driving at a 
speed of around twenty-five to thirty miles an hour. When 
he came around the curve to the west of the point where the 
plaintiff was standing by the front left window of Mr.· Inglis' 
car, he saw the plaintiff and the two vehicles, and applied 
his brakes, since he could not tell at that point whether any 
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traffic was approaching from around the curve beyond 
6* the point *where the plaintiff was s_tanding. He noticed 
. this lii~ truck had a tendency to pull to the right. Af~er 
lie felt that there would be no other traffic to interfere with 
liiiri, he put the truck in second gear and started to pass the 
plaintiff, but the right. front wheel was apparently locked, 
:.trid his v~hicle was pulled so far toward the Inglis car that 
the cornet of the truck body struck the plaintiff. He bad 
t~~v"er exJjericnced previous difficulty with ~s brakes. 
THE ASSIGNMENTS Oli1 ERROR. 
· 1-The fower court erred in refusing to set aside the ver-
dict of the jury· and enter up final judg-ii1ent for the defendant' 
titjon th~ ground that there was no evidence of negligence 
hpon the part of the defendant's driver sufficient to sustain 
&. recovery. . . 
2~Thti" lower court erred in refusing to set aside the ver-_ 
diet of the jury and award the defendant a new trial upon 
tJfo grotiiia that the verdict was against a party not a party to 
the actio:h was not responsive to the issues in the case, and 
(!(htclusive}y i:;howed, upon its face, that the jury understood 
that the d¢fend_ant carried public ·liability insuranee on the 
vehicle iilvolycd in the accident and wei·e improperly influ-
enced thei·eby in arrivhig at their verdic~: 
THI~ LEGAL QtTESTIONS PRESENTED. 
1_:_C~:ti a vel'dict stand which is based exclusively upon cir~ 
. , cmfisbmtial evidence, when the inferences relied upon to 
7¥, •supjjt>rt the gTounds of liability charged are consistent 
· · with direct positive proof that the accident resulted from 
-~· c_ause for which th_e d~fendant was not responsible? 
2-In ~n action in tort, by the injured person against the 
1l1.ast~r of the alleged tort-feasor, can . a verdict against th~ 
rhaster's _liability inst~i.'ance carrier, which was not a party 
t:o· the a~tion, be amended to make it a verdict against the 
:ihaste:r, 4:rl<l, in any event, would positive knowledge by the 
jury of the exhfonM of insurance render any verdict which 
ihey might ng-rce uppn void? 
ARGUMENT. 
in ~s "N.c!tice o~ Motion .for J udgmcnt, the plainti~ alleged 
ccrtam attheH owmg tCl him by the defendant's driver, and 
cha1·ged h1 the most general language failurQ to drive th~ 
automobile truck wit~ PfQpel~ care under tl1.e ·circumstances, 
'• 
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f ~ilure to maiµtain ·a proper lookout, and failu~e to turn out 
and j>rop~rly pass by the 'plaintiff without striking him. As 
has been pointed out, however., in their testimony; neither 
the plaintiff nor his witnesses attributed any improper act 
in the operation of the truck to the defendant's driver other 
than the fact that the vehicle struck" the plaintiff. There 
was no direct evidence that the truck was being operated at 
an unlawful or improper rate of speed, or that its driver 
failed to keep a proper lookout. The plaintiff's case, there-
fore, rested exclusively upon those. inferences which might 
properly be drawn by the jury from the circumstances sur..; 
rounding the accid~nt. 
8* ·The rule, it is submitted by the defendant, which 
should govern in this connection, is set forth in the text in 
32 C. J. S. 1101, 1102, Sec. 1039, Tit. Evidence, in the follow-
ing language; 
"• * $ circumstantial evidence is not sufficient to establish 
~ conclusion where the circumstances are merely eonsistent 
:with such conclusion, or where the circumstances give equal 
support to inconsistent conclusions, or are equally consistent 
with contradictory hypotheses. A fac.t cannot be established 
by circumstances which are perfectly consistent with direct, 
uncontradicted, and unimpeached testimony that the fact does 
not exist. '' 
The first inquiry in testing the correctness of the defend-
ant's contention in this regard concerns examination of the 
plailitiff 's case to ascertain if, as contended! it must rest ex-
clusively upon circumstantial evidence. In Greenleaf, Law 
of Evidence, 7th Edition, Vol. I, p. 17, Sec. 13, it is said: 
"In trials of fact, it will generally be found, tha.t the 
faotum proba.ndmn is either directly attested by those~ who 
·speak from their own actual and personal knowledge of its 
existence, or it is to be inferred from other facts, satisfac-
torily proved._ In the former case, the proof rests upon the 
second ground pefore mentioned, namely, our faith in human 
veracity, sanctioned by experience. In the latter ease, it 
1·ests on the same g·round, with the addition of the experi-
enced connectionn between the collateral facts, thus proved, 
'and the fact which is in contr.oversy; constituting th~ thwd 
basis of evidence before stated (known and experienced con-
nection subRisting between collateral facts or circumstances, 
satisfactorily proved, and the fact in controversy). The 
facts proved are, in both cases, directly attested. In 
the former ease., the proof applies immediately to th~ 
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factwm, probandwni, without any intervening process, and 
. it is the ref ore called direct or positive testimony. •Jn 
9• the latter case, as the proof applies immediately to col-
.· . : lateral facts, supposed to have a connection, near or re-
mote, with the fact in controversy, it is termed circumstantial; 
and sometimes, but not with entire accurac.y, presumptii,e." 
For more recent discussion of the distinction between di-
rect and circumstantial evidence, pointing out that all evi-
dence is of the latter class, except where the witness testifies 
of his own personal knowledge directly concerning the fact in 
issue, attention is invited to Jones on Evidence in Civil Cases., 
4th Edition, Vol. I, pp. 7, 8, Sec. 6, and vVigmore on Evidence, 
Vol. 1, pp. 398-401, Sec. 25. 
In Ryan v. Maryland Casualty Co., 173 Va. 57, 62, 3 S. E. 
(2d) 416., where it is noted that circumstantial evidence may 
be resorted to in a civil case to sustain the nllegata of lia-
bility, circumstantial evidence is defined as follows: 
'' 'Circumstantial evidence is proof of n series of other 
facts than the fact in issue, which by experience have been 
found so associated with that fact, that, in the relation of 
cause and effect, they lead to a satisfactory and certain con-
clusion.' Commorvwealth v. TYebster, 5 Cusl1. (Mass~), 295, 
310, 52 Am. Dec. 711; Shaw, C. J. '' 
It thus will be seen, in the light of the authorities ref erred 
to above, that the allegata. of liability in this case must find 
support, if any support may be found, in the inferences which 
might be properly drawn from the facts and circumstances ap-
pearing on tl1e trial, in other words, in circumstantial 
10* evidence. But the rule first given above *is to the effect 
that there is no adequate p1·oof of the facts upon which 
liability must rest where the circumstances relied upon as a 
basis from which to infer the grounds of liability are con-
sistent with direct, uncont.radictecl and unimpeached testi-
mony contrary to the inferences sought to be made. Here the 
defendant introduced direct and positive testimony to the 
effect that the unexpected locking of the right front wheel 
of the truck caused the accident. No fnct or circumstance 
relied upon by the plaintiff aR a basis from which to infer neg-
ligence is inconsistent with the explanation of the cause ~f 
the accident, as stated by defendant's d1·iv(\r. Indeed, a very 
large part, if not all of it, eorroborates the explanation giveu. 
That, if gfren effect, the defendant's explanation as fo the 
cause of tl1c accident sl1owed a ea use for wl1ich he was not 
responsible, is clear upon tl1e authorities. Rowley v. Reynolds, 
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240 App. Div. 751, 759, 265 N. Y. S. 867, 868, aff. 265 N. Y. 
489, 193 N. E. 284; Terry v. Holm.es a;nd Barnes, 12 La. App. 
3, 124 So. 848; Carroll v. JJ!iller. 175 Va. 388, 394, 9 S. E. (2d) 
322; and Kent v. Miller, 167 Va. 422, 189 S. E. 332; also In-· 
struction F., given without objection. 
It is equally clear that the burden of proof in the instant 
case was upon the plaintiff. No inferenee or presumption 
of negligence arises from the mere fact that a pedestrian 
11 * is estruck by a motor vehicle in the latter's ordinary 
place of travel. Instruction A, given witllout objection; 
Arnold v. Wood, 173 Va. 18, 3 S. E. (2d) 374; .Abbott on Facts, 
5th Ed., p. 316, and compare Da,rden v. Jfnrphy, 176 Va. 511, 
11 S. E. (2d) 579. 
Returning at this point to the original proposition first 
stated at the beginning of the discussion of this phase of the 
case, it is believed that this rule will be found to be very gen-
erally recognized in the decided cases on the subject, both in 
this Commonwealth and in other jurisdictions. It is an ap-
plication, it is submitted, of the standard established by the 
law distinguishing leg·al proof, on the one hand., from incon-
clusive inferences, conjecture or surmise, on the other. 
In PennRJJlvan·w R. Co. v. Chambe·rlain, 288 U. S. 333, 340, 
341,. 53 S. Ct. 391, 77 L. Ed. 819, where the leading cases on 
the subject from a large number of jurisdictions are collected, 
Mr. tTusticc Sutherland, in delivering the opinion of the Court, 
said: 
'' And the desired inference i~ precluded for the further 
reason that respondent's right of recovery depends upon the 
existence of a. particular fact which must be inferred from. 
proven facts, and this is not permissible in the face of the 
positive and otherwise uncontradicted testimony o{ unim-
peached witnesses consistent with the facts actually proved., 
from which testimony it affirmatively appears that the fact 
sought to be inferred did not exist. * • • A rebuttable infer-
ence of fact, as said by the court in the W a.ba..-;h R. C<>. Case, 
'must necessarily yield to credible evidence of the actual oc-
currence.' And, as stated hy the court in George v. Missouri 
P.R. Co., 213 Mo. A.pp. 668, 251 S. '\V. 729, supra, ·It is well 
settled that where plaintiff's case is based upon an inference 
or inferences, that the ca~e must fail upon proof of undis-
puted facts inconsistent with such inferences.' '' 
12* *In Virginia E. cf~ .P. Co. v. Lenz, 158 Va. 732, 737,,164 
S. E. 572, the plaintiff sought to obtain an affirmance of 
a verdict and judgment in his favor upon the contention :that 
the jury could have drawn from the evidence inferences in 
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his favor, even though directly opposed to the direct and un-
contradicted testimony of the defendant's motorman. But 
this Honorable Court.1 in reversing the judgment, said: 
''He (the plaintiff) is also bound by the uncontradicted evi-
dence of his opponent when not inherently improbable and 
counter to no reasonable inference.'' 
And in Epperson v. De .J arnette, 164 Va. 482,. 485, 486, 180 
S. E. 412, the rule was reaffirmed in the following language : 
''While the jury is the judge of the weight of testimony 
on the credibility of witnesses, it cannot arbitrarily disre-
gard the uncontradicted evidence of unimpeached witnesses 
which is not inherently incredible and not inconsistent with 
other facts and circumstances appearing in the record, even 
though such witnesses are interested in the results of the 
litigation.~' 
If the 1·ule were not as stated, the plaintiff's burden of 
proof would be meaningless. In Jones on Evidence in Civil 
Oases, 4th Ed., Vol. 3, p. 1681, Sec. 899, it is said: 
u A theory cannot be said to be established hy circumstan-
tial evidence., either in a civil action or in a criminal prosecu-
tion, unless the disclosed facts and circumstances shown are 
consistent therewith and inconsistent with any other rational 
theory.'' 
A more complete statement of the law in this regard will 
l,e found in the opinion in Herm.an v. Aetna Cas,u,alty t.t Surety 
Cg., 71 Ga. App. 464, 31 S. E. (2d) 100, 104, 105, where 
13" the •court said: 
" 'When the party upon whom the burden of an issue rests 
seeks to carry it, not by direct proof, but by inference, he 
~as not, in this reasonable sense, submitted any evidence * • * 
until the circumstances he ).)laces in proof tend in some proxi-
mate degree to establish the conclusion he claims; and for 
thia, the -fa.cts sl10wn must not only reasonably support that 
conclnsion0 but. also render less probable all ineonsistent con-
clusions. * * * In both cases ( civil and criminal) it is required 
that the circumstances relied upon be not onlv consiRtent with 
the conclusion sought to be established, but also inconsistent 
with every other rea,9onable hypothesis. In civil cases this 
consistency with the one and inconsistency ·with the other is 
required to be established 0 1nly by a mere preponderance; in 
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criminal cases, to the exclusion of reasonable doubt.'' (Italics 
ours.) Georgia R. <ffi Elec. Co. v. Harris, 1 Ga. App. 714, 717, 
57 S. E. 1076, 1077.' ,,. 
The same rule obtains in Virginia. In Bly v. Southern Ry. 
Co., 183 Va. l.62, 176, 31 S. E. (2d) 564, op. adhered to on 
rehearing 183 Va. 406, 32 S. E. (2d) 659, using the phrase 
'' probable certainty'' in place of '' preponderance of evi-
dence'', this Honorable Court said: 
'' It is not necessary that the circumstances establish neg-
ligence as the proximate cause with such certainty as to ex-
clude every other possible conclusion. It is not necessary t9. 
neg·ative eve1:-y possibility that the accident occurred in some 
extraordinary manner which would relieve the def enda.nt. 
Often this would be impossible. All that is required is that 
a jury be satisfied with proof which leads to a conclusion with 
probable certainty., where absolute logical certainty is impos-
sible.'' 
Another familiar application of this rule of law is to be 
found in what is often called the doctrine of equal probability. 
This doctrine will be found stated in the opinion in Pearcey 
v. St. Paul Fire Ins. Co., 163 Va. 928, 931, 932, 177 
14• *S. E. 843, in the following words: 
"In Norfolk ff W. R. Co. v. Poole, 100 Va. 148, 40 S. E. 
627, 629, it is said: 'Where damages are claimed for injuries 
which may have resulted from one of two causes, for one of 
which the defendant is responsible and for the other of which 
it is not responsible, the plaintiff must fail if his evidence 
does not show that the damage was produced by the former 
cause. And he must also fail if it is just as probable that 
the damages were ca.used by the one as by the· other, since 
the plaintiff is bound to make out his case by the preponder-
ance of the evidence. Searles v. lJfanltattan Ry. (Jo., 101 N. Y. 
661, 5 N. E. 66; 1 Shear. & Red. on Neg., section 57; 0. d!J 0. 
Ry. Co. v. 8parrow, 98 Va., at pages 640, 641, 37 S. E. 802, 
305, 306.' '' 
Still another application of the ru]e relied upon is to be 
found in the rule that "wl1ere evidence appears presumptions 
disappear." Schmitt v. Redd, 151 Va. 333, 143 S. E. 884; 
Kavam,att,gh v. Wheelin.fJ, 175 Va. 105, 7 S. E. (2d) 125; and 
Da.rden v. Mn1·phy, 176 Va. 511, 11 S. E. (2d) 579. 
While there may be some confusion in the use of the terms 
''inference'' and ''presumption'', it would seem that the rea-
son for the rule would exist whether the deduction or conclu-
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sion (the.hypqthesis sought to be established) arises as a re-
sult of a pe1'I.lissible inference by the jury or a mandatory 
inf°eren~e prescribed by the law in the absence of evidence to 
the contrary. · .(~ee per Spratley, J., in l(a.vana1.t,qh v. Wheel-
ing, supra, at p. 113 of the Virginia report). 
In Jones on Evidence in Civil Cases, 4th Ed,, Vol.. I, p. 18,. 
Sec. 10, it is said: 
'' Since these inferences, sometimes called presumptions of 
fact, are mere permissible deductions from evidence, it has 
often been suggested that they are in fact not presumption~ 
at all.'' 
15<* ,, .And in 95 A. L. R. 163, tlle author of the note says: 
"It has been well said tbat, properly speaking, a presump-
tion is a mandatory deduction whfoh the law expressly direct:-:; 
to be made., while an inference is a permissible deduction which 
the reason of the trier of the facts makes, without an express 
instruction of law to thnt effect.'' 
On the same point, after 1·cviewing· tl1e :mthorities, the 
court, in In re Callahan's Estate, 254 N. Y. S. 46, 56, said: 
'' As a result of this discussion and analysis, it is the opin-
ion of the court that au inference is a deduction of fact on 
proof of cfrcumstance·s that usually or necessarily attenu 
such fact, but that a presumption is an inference respecting 
a matter in issue in which a question of public policy is in-
volved .. " 
It would seem, l10wever, that in Virginia we employ the 
term "presumption of fact" in the same sense as an ''infer-
ence of fact,'' and certainly long usage ha.s sanctioned this. 
Sta.:rkie's Evidence, 8th Amer. from 4th London Ed .. , p. 740. 
In Yeary v. Holbrook., 171 Vn. 266,284,198 S. E. 441, it is said: 
"A presumption of fact is but an inference drawn from otbe1· 
facts and circumstances in the case." And in Ryan ·v. Jfary-
land Casualty Co., s1.1..pra, per Campbell, C. ,J., at p. 61 of the 
Virginia report, a definition of the term ''presumption'' is 
app_roved which reads as fol1ows: 
'' 'Presumption. Next to positive is circumstantial evi-
dence, or the doctrine of presumptions. When a fact cannot 
itself be demonstrated, that which comes nearest to 
16• proof •of it is proof of the circumstances necessarily, 
or usually,, attending it: this proof created a presump-
tion, which is relied upon.until the contrary is established.' " 
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Since, in adopting the definition quoted, this Honorable 
Court has recognized the rule to be that an inference or pre-
sumption of fact from circumstances can be relied upon only 
until the contrary is established, it follows that the following 
rule, found in 32 C. J. S., 1133, Sec. 1044, is a correct state-
ment of the law. 
'' .An inference is unjustified and without probative force 
if it is inconsistent with undisputed or clearly established 
facts, or is contrary to direct, positive, and uncontradicted 
testimony.'' 
Assume, therefore, that in the instant case the plaintiff has 
gone forward with the evidence to a point beyond the mere 
showing of the happening· of an accident., in other words, that 
negligence on the part of the def end ant's driver would b~ · a 
proper and permissible inference or presumption of fact arid 
from the circumstance that he had an unobstructed view oft.he 
plaintiff and from the circumstance that there was no other 
traffic on the road at that time, thus indicating that he could 
·have driven around the plaintiff without striking him, such 'in-
ference or presumption of fact is precluded because the con~ 
trary was established. Perfectly consistent with the facts an<l 
circumstances which would have to serve as the basis for such 
inf ere nee or presumption of fac.t is the defendant's 
17* theory of the *case, namely, that the accident would not 
ha.ve happened but for the unexpected locking of the 
right front wheel of the truck, a proposition established. by 
direct uncontradicted fostimonv. Under all the authorities 
cited above the plaintiff is bound by this testimony, and it 
was beyond the province of the jury to disregard it. 
As to the second assignment of error in the case, it is sub-
mitted that there was no valid verdict against the defenda;nt. 
The language of the jury was, upon being asked if they had 
agreed upon a verdict: ",Jury decided on the insurance com-
pany giving· Mr. Butler three thousand dollars.'' Such a 
verdict was against a party not a party to the action, was not 
responsive to the issues in the case and cone.lusively showed 
upon its face that the defendant carried public liability ins~r-
ance on the vehicle involved in the accident, the. jury being 
improperly influenced thereby in arriving at their verdict. 
It is, of course, elementary, as this Honorable Court bas 
pointed out., that a valid verdict must be between the parties 
to the action and responsive to the isRues in the case. - Wit1m 
Bros. v. Lip.,;conib, 127 Va. 554, 560, 561, 103 S. E. 623; Mur-
ray v. Moore, 104 Va. 707, 712, 52 S. E. 381; and B~ d; O. RJ.J. 
Oo. v. Gallahue's Admr's., 12 Grat.t. 655, 665. Attention 1s 
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also respectfully invited to Albrecht v. Piper (Mo.), 164 S. W. 
(2d) 105, where the court said: 
18~ *' 'It is ,vell-settled law that the verdict of a jury, in 
a civil case must be res·ponsive to the issues made by the 
pleadings and should find all issues submitted either for or 
against parties between whom issues were raised.'' 
If the defendant be in error in believing and submitting 
that the original verdict rendered in this case was not amend-
able so as to make it a verdict against him, then the question 
arises as to whether or not the verdict can stand when the 
jury, as it is self-evident, positively knew that the defendant 
carried liability insurance and that any judgment awarded 
in favor of the plaintiff would have to be paid by the insur-
ance company. 
This Honorable Court has many times considered the effect 
of a statement by a witness or by counsel during the .course 
of a trial of this kind of the fact that the defendant has lia-
bility insurance. It would seem that unless such improper 
evidence is introduced under circumstances making the error 
invited error, the court should direct a mistrial, upon the 
:proper motion being' made, or if a verdict has been entered, 
should set aside the verdict and award a new trial. Rin,e-
hart -~ Dennis Co. v. Brown, 137 Va. 670, 120 S. E. 267; La;n-
ham,. v. Bond, 157 Va. 167, 160 S. E. 89; and Gaines v. C,imp-
bdl, 159 Va. 504, 166 S. E. 704. . 
The Virginia case nearest in point, since there the alleg·ed 
knowledge of insurance was claimed to come from a member 
of the jury, would seem to be that of Wat.~on v. Coles, 170 
Va. 141, 195, S. K 506. However, in that case, as is pointed 
out in the opinion, the evidence as to what *went on 
191,11 in the jury room did not. indicate more than a specula-
tion upon the part of some of the jurors concerning the 
"mere possibility of insurance coverage." It is thoug·ht that 
the language employed in the opinion in the C-Uf,e cited would 
indicate tlrnt where the jury positively knew of' the existence 
of in~ura.nce, as it must be concluded they did in tlle instant 
case., their verdict could not stand. 
The point came up in llfor,qintta v. Aycock, 16:! Va. 557, 
174 S. E:. 31. However, the ground of decision in that case 
was that there was insufficient evidence upon which to predi-
cate a finding that the jury knew of insurance and we1·e influ-
enced by such knowledge. 
A very complete collection of cases on the subject will be 
found in 138 A ... L. R. 464, et seq. The opening paragraph .in 
the Note cited 1s as follows: 
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'' A fundamental function of the jury system is the deter;. 
mination of disputes between litigants by a jury upon a con-
sideration of the law as charged by the court and of the evi-
dence submitted by the parties at the trial. It is obvious, 
therefore, that if a jury in a negligence action is influenced 
in its determination of the question of the liability of the de-
fendant, or of the amount of damages to be awarded to the 
plaintiff, or of any other material issue, by statements or in-
timations by members of the jury, during the trial of their 
deliberations, concerning matters not adduced by the evidence 
or the law as charged by the court, the function of the jury 
system is seriously impaired.'' 
In the instant case, the jury were so far influenced by the 
knowledge of the fact that the defendant had liability insur;. 
ance that they rendered their verdict against the insur-
20"" ance •company rather than ag·ainst the defendant in the 
action. Under the circumstances. it would seem imma-
terial to speculate upon the source of their information or 
to the extent to which the subject was discussed in the jury 
room. 
CONCLUSION. 
For the foregoing reasons, your petitioner, hereinbefore 
ref erred to as the defendant, contends and respectfully sub-
mits that the Circuit Court of King George County erred in 
refusing to set aside the verdict of the jury and enter a :final 
judgment in favor of your petitioner, or, in the alternative, 
award your petitioner a new trial. Wherefore, your peti-
tioner earnestly submits that the judgment of the trial court 
named should be reviewed and reversed and final judgment 
entered in this Honorable Court in favor of your petitioner 
or that the case be remanded to the court below for a new 
trial, should your petitioner be in error in regard to its prayer 
first above made, and respectfully prays that it may be 
awarded a writ of error and writ of supersedeas pending the 
review of this case by this Honorable Court. Your petitioner 
desires to rely upon this petition as his opening brief and 
will file the same in the Clerk's Office of the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of Virginia, at Richmond, Virginia, and requests 
that his counsel may be permitted to state orally the 
21 * reasons for reviewing and reversing the *decision and 
the action of the lower court hereinbefore complained 
of. Your petitioner avers that on the 27th day of July, 1946., 
a copy of this petition was mailed to C. O'Connor Goolrick, 
14 Sup~~JAe Court of Appeals of Virginia 
E~q., Fredericksburg, Virginia, of counsel for the respond-
ent herein. ' ; · 
Respectfully submitted, 
EDWARD V. CARTER, 
By ,JOHN B. BROWDER, 
Of Counsel for Petitioner. 
LEITH S. BREMNER, 
JOHN B. BROWDER, 
ROBERT LEWIS YOUNG, 
Counsel for Petitioner, 
State-Planters Bank Building, 
Richmond., Virginia. 
I, John B. Browder, an attorney practicing in the Sup1·eme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in my opinion 
there is error in the judgment complained o.f in the foregoing 
Petition and that the said judgment should be reviewed and 
reversed. 
Received July 27, 1946. 
Received Sept. 6/46. 
JOHN B. BROWDER, 
State-Planters Bank Building, 
Richmond, Virginia. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
C. V. S. 
September 9, 1946. ·writ of error and su.persedeas awarded 
by the court. No additional bond required. 
M. B. W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
In the Circuit Court of King George County. 
S. V. Butler, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Edward V. Carter and Murphy Tate, Defendants. 
Virginia: 
Pleas before the Honorable Leon M. Btizile, Judge of 
the Circuit Court of King George County, held for the srud 
County, at the courtroom thereof, in the courthouse of tbe 
said County at King George, Virginia, on the 28th day of 
March, 1946. 
Be it remembered that heretofore, to-wit: In the Clerk'~ 
Office of the said Circuit Court of King George County, the 
9th day of :May, 1945: Came S. V. Butler, by counsel, and. 
filed a Notice of Motion for Judgment against Edward V. 
Carter and :Murphy Tate, which Notice of Motion for Juqg .. 
ment is in the words and figures following, to-wit: 
page 2 ~ In the Circuit Court of King George County, 
Virginia. 
S. V. Butler, Plaintiff, 
v. 
Edward V. Carter and Murphy Tate, Defendants. 
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT~ · 
TO: 
Edward V. Carter and 
Murphy Tate. 
You are hereby notified that on the 28th day of May, 1945, 
at 10 :00 o'clock a. m., or as soon thereafter as the matter 
may be heard by the Court, the undersigned will move the 
Circuit Court of King George County, Virginia, at King 
George Courthouse, Virginia, for a judgment against you 
and each of you for the sum of Five Thousand ($5,000.00) 
Dollars, which said sum is due and owing by you and each of 
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you to the undersigned, for damages, wrongs and injuries 
done to him as hereinafter set out, to-wit: 
That heretofore on September 14, 1944, the said Defend-
·aut, Edward V. Carter, was the owner of a certain automo-
bile-truck, which said truck was at that time being used in and 
about the business of the said Edward V. Carter, in the said 
County of King· George, Virginia. 
That on the said 14th day of September, 1944, the :::aid 
Defendant, 'Murphy Tate, was the agent and em-
page 3 ~ ployee of the said Edward V. Carter, for the pur-
pose of driving and operating the said automobile-
truck in the said County of King George, in and about the 
business of the said Edward V. Carter and was on the said 
14th day of September, 1944, actually so engaged in driving 
the said automobile-truck in and about the business of the 
8aid employer in the said County of King George. 
That on the said 14th day of September, 1944, while you, 
the said Murphy Tate, were so opera ting and driving the 
f,;aid automobile-truck, so owned by the said Edward V. Car-
ter, in and about the business of the said Edward V. Carter, 
in the said ·County of King George, Virginia, and while yon 
were so driving the said truck in a easterly direction on the 
highway in the said County between Edge Hill and Ferrells 
and approximately 1/2 mile East of Edge Hill, you were at 
that time approaching one or more automobiles, lawfnlly 
parked on the proper side of the said highway and heading 
in a easterly direction, and beside one of the said cars, the 
undersigned was standing, in such manner as not to block or 
obstruct traffic over and along the said highway. 
That it thereupon became and was, the duty of you, the 
said, Murphy Tate, to bring and keep the said automobile-
truck, which you were then and there driving, as aforesaid, 
under careful and complete control, to drive and manage-
the same with proper care under the circumstances, havin~ 
due regard for the width, traffic and use of the 
page 4 ~ said highway at the time and the protection of life 
and property thereon at the time, and to drive the 
said automobile-truck at proper speed and in such manuer 
as the circumstances required, and to drive far enoug;h to 
your left. as you had ample room to do, and avoid striking 
or injuring the undersigned who was then and there upon 
the said highway in a lawful manner and· attending· to hi.s 
lawful business. 
Notwithstanding your said duty, you, the said, Murphy 
Tate, carelessly recklessly and negligently failed to drive 
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the said automobile-truck with the proper care under the 
said circumstances, failed to maintain the proper lookout for 
pedestrians and others then upon the said highway, and failed 
to turn out properly to pass same, but carelessly, recklessly 
.and negligently drove the said automobile-truck in an im-
proper manner and without regard for the safety of the un-
dersigned or others then on the said highway and, · 
That you, the said, Murphy Tate, did then and there care-
lessly, negligently and recklessly run the said automobiJe-
truck unto and against the person of the undersigned, with 
great force and violence, the undersigned being then and 
there exercising due and proper care, by reason of careless-
uess, negligence and recklessness on the part of you, the said 
Murphy Tate and as the proximate result thereof, 
page 5 ~ the undersigned was struck and knocked for a con-
siderable distance and caused to fall upon the sur-
face of the said highway and suffered the following great 
bodily injuries, to-wit: 
Severe sprain of the right shoulder, bruises and other in-
juries to the face and teeth, bruises and other injuries to the 
back and divers other lacerations, cuts and bruises in and 
about the head, and so causing great distress and su:ff ering 
to the undersigned, as well as permanent and incurable in-
juries. Wherefore, the undersigned will move the Court for 
exemplary damages against you and each of you in addition 
to the damages set out below. 
And as a further result of the injuries caused by your 
negligence aforesaid, the undersigned has been caused and 
will from hence be caused, to suffer great physical pain and 
mental anguish, and will permanently continue so to suffer 
and has been obliged to spend divers sums of money in and 
about endeavoring to be relieved of and cured of said injuries 
and has been forced to lose time from his employment and 
will continue to suffer great loss from the permanent dimuui-
tion of his earning capacity, by reason of said injuries. 
By reason whereof and as the proximate result of which 
the undersigned has been damaged to the extent of $5,000.00 
imd judgment therefor will be asked at the hands of the said 
Court at· the time and place above set out. 
page 6 ~ Given under my hand thi~ 9th day of May, 1945. 
S. V. BUTLER . 
.. JOS. A. BILLIN~SLEY, p. q. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Circuit Court of King 
George County, held the 28th day of May, 1945. 
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This day came the plaintiff and the defendant, Edward V. 
Carter, by couD;~el," the said Notice of Motion for Judgment 
not having beerr served upon the defendant, Murphy Tate, 
and upo;n ,;motion of the plaintiff, it was ordered that this 
case be docketed, .and continued., and thereupon the said de-
fendant, Edward v~· Carter, filed herein a plea of not guilty 
and put himself upon the country and the plaintiff likewise. 
( Filed May 28, 1946.) 
Virginia~ 
In the Circuit Court of King George County. 
S. V. Butler, Plaintiff, 
'V. 
Edward V. Carter and Murphy Tate, Defendants. 
PLEA OF NOT GUILTY OF EDvVARD V. CARTER. 
The defendant, Edward V. Carter, by his Attorney, comes 
and says that he is not guilty in the manner and form as set 
forth in the plaintiff's Notice of Motion for Judgment . 
.And of this, he puts himself upon the country. 
LEITH s. BREMNER, p. d. 
page 7 r And at another day, to-wit: At fi\·..:-Circuit Court 
of King Georg·e County, held %.1 28th day of 
March, 1946. · ·· 
.This day came the plaintiff and the defendant, Edward 
V .. ,Carter, by counsel, and, the said defendant having there-
tofore put himself upon the Country, and the plaintiff like-
wise, thereupon came a jury, to-wit: C. 0. Clare, Albert Lee, 
R. A. Burgess, Duff Green, Grover Rennoe, .-Roy Fenwick 
and L. · B. Mason, Jr., who were sworn well and truly to try 
the issue joined in this case, and, having fully heard the evi-
dence in the case, the instructions of the Court, and the ar-
guments of counsel, were sent out of Court to consult of a 
verdict -mid some time after returned into Court and an-
nounced orally their verdict in the following words, to-wit: 
"Jury decided on the insuran.ce .company giving Mr. Bµtler 
three thousand dollars.'' Thereupon the following verdiet 
was written out on the 1·everse :side of the Notice of Motion 
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for Judgment, signed by the foreman, and acknowledged by 
the jury as their verdict, to-wit: "We, the Jury on the issue 
joined, find for the plaintiff and fix his damages at three thou-· 
sand dollars.'' Thereupon the defendant, Edward V. Car-
ter,· by counsel, moved the Court to set aside the verdict of 
the jury and enter up final judgment for the defendant upon 
the ground that the verdict was contrary to the law and the 
evidence, or, in the alternative, to award the defendant a new 
trial for certain other reasons which he desired to file in 
writing, which said motions were continued for argument. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Circuit Court of King 
George County, held the 6th day of May, 1946. 
This day came the plaintiff and defendant, by counsel, and, 
pursuant to leave of Court heretofore granted, the defend-
ant's written grounds of his motion to set aside the verdict 
of the jury herein and to award him a new trial was ordered 
filed. 
( Filed l\fay 6, 1946.) 
page 8 ~ Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of King George County. 
S. V. Butler (Plaintiff) 
v. 
Edward V. Carter (Defendant). 
; I 
GROUNDS OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE VERDICT AN]) 
A WARD A NEW TRIAL. 
The defendant moves the Court to set aside the verdict of 
the jury and to award the defendant a new trial upon the 
following grounds : 
(1) The verdict was contrary to law and the evidence. 
( 2) The verdict was against a party not a party to this 
action. 
(3) The verdict was not responsive to the issues in this 
case. 
( 4) The verdict, on its face, conclusively shows that the 
jury understood that the defendant ca;rried public liability 
--- - -
I 
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insurance on the vehicle involved in the accident and were 
improperly influenced thereby in arriving at their verdict. 
EDW .A.RD V. CARTER, 
Defendant.. 
By (Signed) J. B. BROWDER, 
Counsel for Defendant. 
page 9 } And at the same day, to-wit: .A.t a Circuit Court 
of King George County, held the 6th day of May, 
1946. 
The Court entered final judgment in the case, the said or-
der of fiual judgment being in the following words and fig-
ures, to-wit: 
The defendant, Edward .. V. Carter, by his Attorneys, hav-
ing filed in writing· his grounds of motion to set aside the 
verdict of the Jury of March 28, 1946, and to award the De-
fendant H new trial, and the Court, after considering said 
motion, doth overrule said motion, to which overruling of 
said motion the Defendant accepted. 
Whereupon, it is considered by the Court that the said 
Plaintiff, S. V. Butler, do recover of the Defendant, Eel-· 
ward V. Carter, the sum of Three Thousand ($3,000.00) Dol-
lars, with interest thereon from Mar. 28, 1946, until paid, as 
by the Jury in their verdict ascertained, together with the 
costs by him expended in this behalf. · 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Circuit Court of King 
George County, held the 17th day of May, 1946. 
The Court entered another order, s~id last-mentioned or-
der being in the following words and figures, to-wit: 
: This -day ca~e the plaintiff? by counsel, and the defencl-
_ant, by counsel, and upon motion of the defendant, leave is 
hereby given him to file bills or certificates of exception or 
a properly authenticated _or certified copy of the report of 
testimony and other incidents of the trial herein at any time 
within sixty (60) days from the 6th day of :May, 1946, the 
date of the final judgment herein, as prescribed by 
page 10 ~ law; and the defendant, having indicated an in-
tention to apply to the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of Virginia for a writ of error and supersedeas to said judg-
ment, ~xecution thereon is suspended for a period of four 
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Robert Inglis. . 
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( 4) months from the said 6th .day of May, 1946, and until the 
Appellate Court has acted on a petition for a writ of errot 
.and siipersedeas presented to said Court or ~ne of the jus-
' tices thereof within four (4) months from the said 6th- day 
of May, 1946: and until this Court shall thereafter author-
ize execution to issue, upon condition, however, that the· said 
defendant or someone for him shall, within twenty (20) days 
from this date~ enter into bond in. the Clerk's Office of this 
Court with surety to be approved by its Clerk in the penalty 
of Four Thousand ($4,000.00) Dollars with all of the condi-
tions prescribed by Section 6351 of the Code· of Virginia !'e-
lating to supersedeas bonds. 
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In the .Cir~uit Court of King George County. 
S. V. Butl~r (Plaintiff) . 
'V. 
Edward V. Carter and Murphy Tate (Defendants). 
T·ranscript of all of the testimony and .other incidents of 
the trial therein, including all of the instructions given and 
refused, before Honorable Leon M. Bazile, Judge, and a jury, 
on March 28, 194~, which· begins at this point. 
Leon M. Bazile, Judge. 
June 5, 1946. 
Appearances : Joseph_ A. Billingsley, Esqui~e, of. King 
George Courthouse, Virginia ; and C.. 0 'Conor Goolrick, Es-
quire, of Fredericksburg·, Virginia,. counsel for the plaintiff; 
Leith S. Bremner and J .. B. Browder, Esquires, counsel for 
1
· the def end ants. · : · 
page 12 ~ ROBERT INGLIS, 
a witness introduced in behalf of the plaintiff, :first 
being duly sworn, testified as follows: 
. DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
Bv Mr. Goolrick: 
VQ. Mr. Inglish, where do you live and what is your bust-· 
ness7 
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Robert Inglis. 
A. I live in Fredericksburg. I am a field supervisor for 
the Standard Oil Company. 
Q. How many years have you been there Y 
A. This is my twenty-fifth year. 
Q. Twenty-five years 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you recall au accident on the fourteenth of Sep-
tember, 1944, which occurred in this county on the road near 
Colonial Beach? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you please state to the jury whether or not yon 
have any knowledge about this accident! 
A. Yes, sir. I was driving southeast on 205, I believe it 
is heading for Colonial Beach, when I was stopped by Mr. 
Butler for a traffic violation. It was south of Edge Hill, a 
little this side of it. 
page 13 ~ It was raining lightly at the time, and Mr. But-
ler stopped me then and I pulled up beside the 
road and Mr. Butler pulled up in front of me, and he came 
back to my car and got my driver's license, went to his car, 
made out the ticket and he came back and stood at my win-
dow preparing to hand me my license and the ticket. 
Q. That would be your left-hand window 1 
A. Yes, sir; left-hand window. The other side was up 
against the bank. 
Q. You were headed toward the river¥ 
A. Toward Colonial Beach, that is right. As he was speak-
ing to me and preparing to return the ticket to me I noticed 
this truck coming in the rear by glancing over the shoulder, 
I noticed this truck was coming approaching. I didn't pay 
any more attention to it, because it wasn't any traffic on 
the road at the time. Instead of bearing to the left as we 
expected at that time-
Mr. Bremner: We object to that, if Your Honor please. 
Q. Do not · say what you expected. 
A. I didn't pay any more attention to the truck. 
Q. What was that! 
A. I didn't pav any more attention to the truck. Mr. But-
ler was speaking to me. The next I knew the truck was ap-
. proaching us very closely, and Mr. Butler jumpecl 
page 14 ~ up and.grabbed the projecting part where the side 
projects out, a ton an¢1 a half truck, he grabbed 
. ! 
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Robert Inglis: 
that and he was dragged from where he was standing at 
my position at the driver's window and thrown to the ground 
in front of the truck. 
Q. Yon say your car was headed toward Colonial Beach, 
and you had pulled over so that your right part of your car 
was against the bank. Is that what I understood you to say·/ 
A. I pulled over as far as I could to the right side of the 
road. 
Q. You said it was against the bank? 
A. There was a bank coming up there. I could not ·get 
over any further. I imagine I ·was about a foot probably on 
the hard surface. 
Q. That is what I wanted to ask you. You say yoti were 
about approximately a foot-
A. I would say approximately a foot' on the hard surf ace.· 
Q. And Butler was standing on the side of your cat tall{-
ing to you, or writing this tickety 
A.· Yes, sir. 
Q. And yon were in the driver's seat of your car -alone? 
A. Yes, sir; alone. 
Q. How much space was it approximately, as near as yon 
can ·estimate, which the truck had to pass on the 'left of your 
cart · 
A. It was I believe-counsel stated the road was 
page 15 ~ nineteen feet wide. I should judge it was three-
quarters of the road available. 
The Court: It was how much? 
A. Sir? 
Q. ·what did you say? 
A. I said it was three-quarters of the road clear. That 
would. be my estimation. 
Q. That is your opinion 1 .. : 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Goolrick: (Continued) 
Q. It must have been more than that, if you stated-. · 
Mr. Bremner: If Your Honor please, I object to that ques-
tion. 
Q. You stated your car was approximately- . 
A. Well, it was· a nineteen foot road. It was eighteen· feet 
out of nineteen feet. That was seven-eighths of it, then . 
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Q.: 'flla~ is more. th~n. thre~7quarterd. A,· Y~s/sir .. 1 · • .I • · • • · • · 
Q ... Was·there any other vehicle approach~g,.going west at 
th~~timet. · · 
·!'.~"it ;was no v~lµcle' at all at the time. of the accident. 
Q .. The.road was clear?. . . . · · ~ 
A~' Th~ 1, road wa~. cle~r~' yes, sir. ' 
Q. How far was 'Butler dragged by this vehicle T 
A. He was dra~g~d from the driving position of 
pag~ lq. ~ ·my, .car to· the 'front :where it. was clear. ap.d then 
Ii ·· · • · thrown to the grqund. H;e was between. the truck. 
and my car, and as soon as ~e got to where it :was cie.ar .it 
kriocked him down. · 
:(l~'1Did yott' see 'Butler when he attempt~d to grasp the side 
.of, t4~.J~uc1f .. as _it P\W~e,~ .by? . ·· · 
'A.< Yes, s~r'. .. 
Q. ·You saw him t 
A. Yes, sir.. I might Ray that I was. rather surP.rise.d-
Mr. Bremner: If Your Honor pleas·e, I .do not think that 
is prpper, w~e~~e~. )le w~s .. surprised or not. · 
· '.M;'t. ~091:ric~.r Ple~~.e. d'9 ~not .e~pre~&. any i opini9n_ a~out fu~ . . . 
The Court:. Gen.tlem.en of the jury, .. please 'dis1·egard that 
statenient ' ; . ' ' .. ' . . .. 
,1.,-.1, .. 'II", 
A. (Continued) I didn't mean I was surprised~tJ1at is. 
a~l right. 
CROSS EXAMINATION.. . 
Bf M~. Bre-qi~~r·: . ' . . ·._-,., -· · ... 
. Q~ Mr.··Inghs, I unde'rstood you to say m answer to t,he 
second or third question of Senator·Goolrfok, you ·sta~ed .. when 
you saw the truck coming you and M1r. Butler w~re talking 
about itY · 
page 17 ~ A. Sir 1 
··Q. ~id. you .and Mr. Butler talk about the ~ruck 
-coming onY 
A. ,No.,, No. We were. not _talki~g ab~ut the. truck .. 
·Q. How 'far· was the truck back when you saw it? . 
A. The truck I should say was probably one hundred vards. 
Q. Did Mr. Butler see· it the.n? . ., 
A. ~1 don't know whether Mr. Butler saw .it then or not. I 
I ' 
---
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!did.. I . cannot aus~er ·for Mr~ Butler, aH I J lmew I. hear.d I a 
vehicle approaching.:· 
Q. The reason I asked you tbe· question,. Mt. Inglis; wcas 
because of a former answer you made. Do you mean tha.t-:---
A . .I assumed he did, because,! did .at :the. same- time,- ye~, 
.sir. · · 
Q .. .And it was not driving.fast, was it.Y. 
A. No. 
Q. Driving at a moderate rate of speed1. 
A~ Driving .at a normal rate of. 1speed,, I should .say. 
Q.' It was_ ,distinctly not going fast. It was drizzling rain, 
wasn't iU 
A.- It was raining .lightly, I believe. Yes, sir. 
Q .. The r.oad was slick or -weU : 
A. I don ?t know about that.. I had been. driving myse~ 
.and I didn't notice any difficulty with the road. . 
Q. You had difficulty enough for an officer· to stop you? . 
A. If I may have the Court's permission to .tell · · ·. 
-page -18 } yo.u : the cause: of him stopping me, I would like ,to 
do it. I had stopped at the · circle, I had stopped -
.at the Circle Inn to get a bite to eat before . p:roceeding to 
Colonial Beach. Unfortunately my car, was- headed,:at 'the 
northern segment of --the..turn .tht~re· and I was- thinking about 
what I was going: to do· when I got there, and. I drove in the 
wrong .direction on ·this. circle. I don't think I was _speeding. 
It was a lapse of memory on, my·part to drive in the w:trong: 
direction on that circle, and Mr·. Butler stopped me ~ery propi..; · 
orly.. · . 
Q. -I am.not critizing you,'I cannot :drive at all. So 'l .a'm- · 
,certainly not criticizing you. : · 
A. You asked me about the rain. 
Q. You say _you saw the truck one hundred -yards and<it 
was coming along· at a moderate rate of speed, the truck~ 
A. Yes,, sir~ . I 
Q. And it slowed down, and was- driving- . 
A. I couldn't tell you that I paid no further attention "to 
the truck, Mr. Bremner, until I saw the truck was on us. 
Q. How faE didi -it . go beyond your window f 
. A.. How .far did it go T · 
•Q. Yes. ; . 
l • 
A. I think the rear wheels stopped about ·opposite where I 
·was. 
Q. In other words, the truck stopped ·:figh(alohg 
_page ·19 ~ side of your .car, practically? 
.A. Yes,.sir .. R.lght·along side of the car. 
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Q. And Mr. Butler did make a. movement from your car 
immediately before the truck arrived there, isn't· that true Y 
A. He made the movement.. If I may say so, in self de-
fense-
Q. I am asking sou what he did. 
A. Yes, sir ; as soon as he saw the truck was going to run 
him down he turned and grabbed ,the projection to protect 
himself, yes, sir. I don't blame him . 
. Q. I appreciate that. I don't blame him, either. 
A. That was the situation. 
Q. How fast would you say·the truck was going, about five 
miles an hour Y 
A. Going faster than that. It was probably, by the time he 
came to a stop he was slowing. down, the truck wasn't g·oing 
fast fortunately, if I may sa.y that. The truck was not going 
fast. 
Q. It stopped immediately, didn't it, after Mr. Butler 
touched iU 
A. It stopped, but it sto_pped where it had no business 
stopping, if I may say so. 
Q .. It skidded T 
A. I don't think it was a skid at all. I don't know whether 
it skidded or not. AILI know.is, Mr. Bremner, as 
page 20 ~ I said to you before, I was conscious of the truck 
approaching and I thoug·ht the truck would go on 
past. without any difficulty, and I didn't give it any thoug·ht 
until I saw him right on top of us~ 
Q. In other words, as you sat in your car you saw the truck 
approacping and .you thought the truck would go on by, is 
that right¥ 
A. Certainly. 
Q.r In a normal way T 
A. 'Y.es,. sir. 
Q. 'There was nothing unusual about its approach °l 
A. No, sir; nothing at all. 
Q. He was not speeding- or anything like that! 
A. No, air. 
Q. And as far as you could see when you were sitting in 
the car you had no reaso~ to believe that anything was going 
to happen, as you saw this truck approach t 
A. That. -i~ right.. 
Q. Isn't that right T 
A .. Yes, sir . 
. Q. In other words, you saw no bad driving on the part· of 
the truck driver at all? 
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A. If I may say so, I didn't pay the truck any mind. The 
truck was coming, and tha.t is all that I knew. There was a 
truck coming. I didn't pay any more attention to 
page 21 ~ it until the truck was right on top of us. 
Q. There was nothing unusual about its ap-
proach, was there? 
A. No, sir; nothing whatsoever. 
Q. It was coming all right, and was properly driven as far 
as you could see 1 
A. As far as I saw with a glance over my shoulder to know 
it was a vehicle approaching·, and that is all the attention I 
paid to it. 
Q. And when it happened Mr. Butler did make a movement 
before he was hit? 
A. When the truck was upon him, yes, sir. But he had to 
do it then. 
By the Court: 
Q. Mr. Inglis, is that truck-
A. I beg your pardon. 
Q. As that truck attempted to pass your car was it pass-
ing· two feet to the left of iU 
A. Two feet to the left of my car? 
Q. Two feet clearance? 
A. Oh, no. When I first saw the truck I didn't think any 
more about it. The next thing I saw the truck was bearing 
down on the car, and I was of course alarmed, I thonght it 
was going to hit us at that time. That is when it registered 
on me, as I figured it was going .to pass to his left. 
page 22 ~ The road was perfectly clear, and the next thing 
I knew it was right on top of us. I kind of held my 
breath, I thought I was going to get struck, and Mr. Butler 
jumped and it caught him so he was pulled away from it. 
By Mr. Bremner: (Continued) 
Q. You mean when the officer stopped yon in giving yon a 
ticket you were watching in the rear view window? 
A. When yon hear a sound in the rear, it is an involuntary 
act that you would glance up to see what is coming. That 
was all that I did. 
Q. You heard a sound? 
A. Yes, sir, I heard the sound of the truck. 
Q. You saw it a hundred yards back, didn't yon? 
A. Sir! 
Q. You saw it a hundred yards back? 
-,---- - ------
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A. As ·soon as I heard the sound, I involuntarily glanced 
over my shoulder, especially when you stop on the road, to 
see what is coming, naturally. For curiosity you would nat-
urally glance. 
Q. It was one hundred yards back of you Y 
A. I couldn't tell you exactly to save my life. 
Q. I believe you stated when you answered Senator Gool-
rick 's question. 
A. I judge it was one hundred yards. 
Q. When you heard it, that is when you heard the noiseY 
A. Yes. 
page 23 ~ Q. Did you keep on looking t 
A. No, sir; I certainly did not. I was thinking 
what a darn fool I was to make Mr. Butler stop me and give 
me a ticket for something utterly foolish, I knew better than 
to do what I did do in the first place, and I had a certain 
amount of business to attend to and I was probably thinking 
about that and ~ot p~ying muc.h attention to what I was do-
ing. 
Q. In other words, you were thinking about the mistake 
you had made 7 
A. I was thinking about the mistake I had made. That 
was all that I was thinking about lmtil I saw the truck and 
then I was alarmed, I thought probably I was going to get hit 
and get my car damaged. When I jumped out and looked at 
the car you could apparently put your hand between the rear 
wheel and the fender of my car, and I thought it was pretty 
lucky that it just missed it, if you want my opinion. 
Q. As it approached, it didn't look as though it would be 
in that position, did it Y 
A. Not when I first saw it. 
Q. You were confident the truck was much closer to your 
car after you got out and looked at it after it stopped thBJ1 
it appeared to be when it was coming down the road, isn't 
that trueY · 
._ A. Oh, when it was coming up the road it was. 
page 24 ~ in a perfectly normal position. I don.'t know how 
. . . he happened to get where he was, to be frank with 
you. 
Witness stood aside. 
j 
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a witness introduced in behalf of the plaintiff, first being duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Goolrick: 
Q. Sheriff Dishman, were you with Mr. Butler on the day 
this accident happened, September 14, 1944?' 
A. I was. 
Q. Just relate to the jury what happened, give me the facts 
and not your opinion. . 
A. Well, Mr. Butler stopped Mr. Inglis' car about one mile 
east of Circle Inn, and Mr. Inglis pulled off on the side of 
the road and Mr. Butler stopped in front of him. Mr. Butler 
went back and Mr. Inglis was there in the car, and I sat in 
Mr. Butler's car. 
When I heard this truck coming and ·looked back he was at 
least twenty feet of this car, and I kept my eye right on him 
because I saw it was going to be so close. 
page 25} When that ~ruck came up and struc.k Mr. Butler 
that truck came by the car, the body came to the 
end or a little better of Mr. Inglis' car. That is where it 
stopped. When I jumped out of the car Mr. Butler was get-
ting up off of the ground., and the first thing I asked him was 
to find out if he was hurt. He didn't seem to be hurt much, 
but in a minute or so he became kind of giddy, he caught him-
self on the car, and paused there for a while, and then he 
righted himself again. 
We took measurements there at that time. He had a steel 
tape line, and the road was clear, no car was approaching in 
either way. We took the measurements of the road. The 
l1ard surface road was nineteen feet wide, you see .. 
To be exact, Mr. Inglis' car, his left wheel was one foot and 
two inches on the hard surface. 
Q. Leaving seventeen and eight-tenths feet clear? 
A. And I measured from the car to the truck, I measured 
the right front wheel. It was fifteen and four-twelfths, inches 
from the right wheel to the left side of the hard surface. 
By the Court: 
Q. Fifteen and what? 
A. Fifteen and four-twelfths inches, four-twelfths feet, 
from the right truck wheel to the left side of the hard surface 
road. 
Q. From the left wheel? 
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A. .On the right wheel to the left side of the· hard 
page 26 ~ surf ace road was fifteen feet and four inches. I 
have it set down. I got the figures in my notes . 
., 
By Mr. Goolrick: (Continued) 
Q. Did you see the truck when it brushed or hit Butler f 
A. Yes0 sir. Q. What did he do to protect himself? 
A. He was standing facing Mr. Inglis' car, and the minute 
that it struck he turned his back toward it and threw his 
hand up and followed the truck right on around and as soon 
as his foot passed Mr. Inglis' car that is when he fell over 
face foremost .. 
Q. Where· did he fall on the shoulder or on the road? 
A. I do not know. When he went down he was out of my 
view. When I got out of the car and was getting around there 
he was getting up. 
Q. You said that no car was appproaching from Colonial 
Beach, or from the other direction Y 
A~ No car in sight either way. Then I measured, Mr. 
Butler and I, and made those measurements together. Then 
I made the measurement of where his tire skid. His right 
front wheel is the one, that is the only wheel that made any 
impression on the ,road. His right front wheel made an im-
pression on the hard surface forty-eight feet. It dragged for 
forty-eight feet, and this car and truck when it 
page 27 ~ stopped, the distance between the truck body and 
the car body, which I didn't measure, but it 
wouldn't exceed four inches. 
Q. From the point where Mr. Inglis' car was looking west, 
how far could one see up that road? 
A. I measured that by myself, I measured it with a six foot 
rule. It was a view there of three hundred eighteen feet vou 
could see plainly. w 
Q. Before he ever got to the Inglis car? 
A. Yes, sir; one hundred and six yards. 
Q. Mr. Inglis had made a mistake in taking the wrong route 
at that junction down there, that circle, that is the reason 
he was stopped? 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Do you know who was driving this trnck 1 
A~ He gave his name as Murphy Tate. 
Q. Do you know who the truck belonged to! 
A. It had on the side E. V. Carter. 
Q. Did the driver give his name as Tate! 
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A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Is he a colored man or a white man Y 
A. He is a colored man. 
31 
Q. vVas the truck loaded or emptyY 
A. It had on some load. I don't know.whether it was fully 
loaded or not, but it had something on it. 
Q, Was it proceeding to a point outside of Vir-
page 28 } ginia~ or do you know 1 
A. I do not know. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bremner: 
Q. Sheriff, the truck stopped before it actually passed Mr. 
Ing·lis' car, did it noU . , . 
A. No, it stopped after the body got to the end or a little 
better of Mr. Inglis' car. The body had gone to the front 
part of his car. That is where Mr. Butler released himself. 
Q. I mean, the truck didn't proceed beyond the car any 
particular distance Y 
A. The body came to the front part of Mr. Inglis'.radiator, 
or a Ii ttle better. · 
Q. And you saw marks where the brakes had been applied? 
A. The right front wheel dragged a distance plainly you 
could see forty-eight feet. 
By the .Court : · 
Q. Sheriff, was that a. straight line -or an irregular illl:el 
A. That skid mark 1 
Q. Yes. 
A. Practically directly straight. 
Q. It was a brake mark, was it not Y 
page 29 } A. It was. 
By Mr. Bremner: {Continued) 
Q. It was drizzling rain, was it not.? 
A. The road was damp. It was ,a drizzly rain. 
Q. It was a hard surface roacl, was it? 
A. Hard surface road. 
By the Court: 
Q. Was there any other mark besides that one markY 
A. Just that one mark on that right front whee~ because 
I traced it right from where it stopped right on back to·.where 
it started plainly on the road,, it drEtgged good. 
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Q. And you said it was a straight mark Y 
A. It was a practically directly straight mark; yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
. S. V. BUTLER, 
the plaintiff, first being duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Goolrick: 
Q. Mr. Butler, you are a State Traffic Officer1 
A. Ye~ sir. 
Q. How long have you been such Y 
page 30 ~ A. Ten years. 
Q. What is your ageY 
A. Thirty-nine. 
Q. Are you married Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. Family? 
A. Yes, sir. , 
Q. Where were you on the fourteenth of September about 
one o'clock approximately, 1944 Y 
A. Well, to begin with I was in the Circle Inn, I had just 
gotten lunch. 
Q. I don't care about all that. 
A. And down the road I stopped Mr. Inglis' car for viola-
tion of a traffic regulation. 
Q. What did he do, what made you stop him? 
A. He drove to the left around the circle. 
Q. Instead of driving to the right around the circle he drove 
to the left around the circle Y 
A. Yes, sir. And I stopped him and he pulled his car all 
the way off the road as far as he could right in the edge of a 
ditch about that deep (Indicating with hands), and pulled 
over and I passed him and stopped up about thirty or forty 
feet in front of him off of the road. · 
Q. Who was in your car at the time Y 
A. Sheriff Dishman. 
page 31 ~ Q. All right, after you stopped your car you went 
back. It has already been explained you went back 
to talk to Mr. Inglis., and you talked to him at the left window 
of his cart 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then what happened! 
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.A. I told him I would have to write hi$ a ticket for violat-
ing the traffic regulation. I went back and got my ticket made· 
out. I went back and got in my car as it was raining at that 
time, and wrote the ticket. I came back to his car and handed 
him the book and said "Sign the ticket right here." 
About the time I handed him the book I heard the truck, 
at least I heard a noise coming up the road. I knew it was a 
vehicle approaching of some kind. He was looking at the 
ticket and about the time the truck came in sight I looked and 
saw the truck coming, and he was coming around the curve. 
When he came in sight and I looked down the road the other 
way and I saw there was nothing in the world in sight coming 
from that direction, so I asked Mr. Inglis would. he sign, and 
I reached in there to point out the line, in his car, the line 
for him to sign on. And as I was pointing out that line I felt 
something touch my pants. I was standing right up against 
the car with my hand in the window. I felt something touch 
my pants like that, and I whirled around like this (Indicat-
ing), and when I did the body that. extends over 
page 32 r the side of the cab about that much hit m~ in the 
face and knocked me back and I grabbed hold of 
the corner about an inch over there. 
Q. What did you take hold of? . 
A. The body sticks out underneath the slats or stakes that 
go up. It is an overhanging body about two inches all the 
way around. As I felt the fender brush me I whirled and when 
I did the body hit me in the face, and I grabbed hold- of it. 
It knocked me back, it wasn't anywhere to go. It was right 
up beside the body. It knocked me back and as I went down I 
grabbed hold of this and hung on, and it dragged me on about 
eight or ten feet. My feet were dragging along and r was 
hanging on like this (Indicating). 
Q. Did it drag you until you cleared the Inglis carf 
A. It dragged me until the truck completely stopped. He 
evidently had the brakes on or put them on. When the truck 
completely stopped I was 1ying over hanging on like this (In-
dicating). When the truck stopped I went from under the 
side back througl1 the air. . 
Q. What caused the truck to stop, did you holler or did the 
driver just stop T 
A. After he came in sight I saw him coming in sight and 
saw the road was open and there was not anybody coming 
from the right. I never saw him any more or never looked at 
him any more. 
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page 33 ~ . Q. How did the driver ascertain that there was 
a necessity for stopping~ that you were- hanging 
onto the truck Y 
Mr. Bremner: If Your Honor please, I object to that ques-
tion. 
Mr. Goolrick: I do not want an opinion. 
Q. Did the driver tell you? 
A. The driver told me the wheel locked, the brakes locked 
.and he couldn't turn his vehicle. That is what he told me. 
That is what his excuse was. 
Q. But what made him stop the thing? 
A. He said he had the brakes on, ·and that is what hap-
pened. He didn't have enough brakes to stop it. In other 
words, the skid marks on the road showed one brake mark, 
.one skid mark, from one front wheel. He said he didn't have 
enough brakes to stop any quicker. 
By the Court: 
Q. Did he blow the horn at any time? 
A. No, sir; I never heard a sound in the world. 
By Mr. Goolrick: (Continued) 
Q. Were you standing there, and he came along and hit you. 
that is .about the size of it i 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. We know how much distan~e it was. There is no use 
-going into that any further. All right, Mr. Butler, do you 
tell the jury you were injured t 
page 34 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What injuries did you sustain as a result of 
this accident f 
A. Well, I got a lick, the first lick I got was in my face, 
and lhad a lot of trouble with my face. Finally I had to get 
some teeth pulled out, and a plate made .. 
Q. How many teeth T 
A. Had two teeth pulled out here (Indicating to the jury). 
The whole side.of my face hurt me for weeks, and this shoulder 
here (Indicating), from that day on it has always given me 
trouble. 
· Q. Your right shoulder T 
A. Yes, sir~ It hurts me when I mov.e it in anv way to 
do any kind of lifting or anything at all. It always hurts me, 
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I can't sleep on that side at night. Right on the point here 
if I turn over during the nighttime it will wake me up. 
By the Court: 
Q. Was it broken Y 
A. The bones were out of place, the doctor told me. Collar-
bone is dislocated, so I have been told. 
By Mr. Goolrick: ( Continued) 
Q. You consulted Dr. Coruthers, I believe? 
A. The first doctor I went to was Dr. Butzner. 
Q. Did he make any examination of you? 
A. No, he just taped me up and told me there 
page 35 } didn't seem to be a whole lot, to bathe in hot water, 
in salt water, I believe he said. 
Q. That is all Dr. Butzner didY 
.A. That is about all. 
Q. You went to Dr. Butzner immediately! 
.A.. I went to him as soon as I got to town. 
Q. Did you see him any more after thatY 
.... 4:.... I saw him once or twice more during the time I was off 
duty. 
Q. Did he ever make any examination or X-rays., or any-
thing like that Y 
A. Well, there were X-rays made down at the hospital. 
Q. Then who did you consult after that 7 
A. Well, went to Dr. Coruthers. 
Q. What if any advice did Dr. Coruthers give you about 
treatment? 
~'l. He advised me that I could go to Baltimore, Johns Hop-
kins and be examined there. 
Q. You did go there, did you not? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long did you have to remain in Baltimore for this 
clinical examination at Johns Hopkins Y 
A. I was there in the hospital from Monday until Saturday. 
Came home Saturday night. 
Q. You were there from Monday until Saturday Y 
A. Yes, sir. I was off a week. 
page 36 ~ Q. What kind of treatment or examination did 
you have at ,Johns Hopkins! 
A. Well, they examined me every way possible for every-
thing, I guess. A complete examination. 
Q. I see. 
A. They X-rayed me through the shoulders and examined 
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me:. through the should~rs,. and several doctors looked at me 
~n detail, my back. . · .1. . . . i: . . . .. _, i • • 
Q. You stayed there a week? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Approximately when was that? 
A. That was October 2,: It was ;about three weeks, maybe 
three weeks from the time . it happened. About two and a 
half weeks, October, through the 10th., I believe. 
Q. Did they prescribe any treatment for this shoulder in-
jury? 
A.. No, sir. The doctor there just told me it would be prob-
able I would always have some injury in my back and shoulder. 
Didn't seem to be any treatment for it. It was just an injury 
to stay there. . · .,. , . . ... , .. , , 
Q. After you got back did you continue to have trouble 
with the shoulder? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And your back? 
page 37 } A. Yes, sir. I still do. 
Q. Then did you consult Dr. Ooruthers againf 
. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was that? 
j ·i, A~ ·January,. I t hink, .. 1945. . , 
Q. Did he then make an examination of your.. shoulder! 
A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. He is here and we will hear from him what that is. Have 
you since that time continued to suffer this pain with. the 
trouble.in your shoulde1·.~z. 
A. Yes, sir. 
_.; Q. Up to nowt 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it still continues.¥ 
A. Yes, sir. Especially in damp weather. . 
Q. Did yon take any other treatment in an effort to alleviate 
the pain! . , 
A •. Yes, sir. I tried to. do. some work, .and it hurt me so 
badly I went to a. chiropractor .. I tried everything. He 
worked on me. , , 
Q. What doctor was it that was the chiropractor Y 
A. Dr. Johnson. 
Q. In Fredericksburg f 
-: A.1 .Yes,r sir. . , 
Q. Did that relieve the trouble? 
page 38} A. It was only temporary. It would make it 
·· feel better for·a- little while, and the next day if I 
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would. go on '.and2 do· some work, or shoot a gun, I would have 
the same thing over again. ; . . · · · , · · 
Q. About when was that that you took these chiropractic 
treatments from Dr. Johnson Y 
A. It was last fall. Last fall I got off duty for a couple 
of months and I tried to do some work on a building. That 
is when I found out I couldn't do it. It hurt me very much. 
Q. Did you consult anybody after Johnson Y 
A. Yes, sir. I went to Charlottesville later to see Dr. 
F'rankel.: , 
Q. Dr. Frankel Y 
A. Yes~ sir. 
Q. In the Orthopedic Department of the University of Vir-
ginia? 
• 
1 A. Yes~ sir .. :, .· ,. 
Q. We have a report from ·Dr., Frankel 7 
·, A. Yes,, sir. 
Q. Mr. Butler, you say that you attempted to do some :work 
and you found out that this pain was of such a character that 
you couldn't accomplish the work you set out to: do? 
A. Yes~ sir. · · 
Q. What kind of work was thaU 
page 39 ~ A. I am a joiner by trade, and was putting up a 
building over here on· .301, 1 I have my tools and 
everything, and I can make more money as a carpenter than I 
could as a State Policeman. 
I went down to Richmond and asked them to give· me two 
months off without pay so I could work for myself. I· under-
took to do carpentry work for two or three days, and it got 
me· so I could hardly move my arms at all. That is when I 
went to Dr. Johnson. I have just suffered very much, and I 
can't do any kind of work that is jarring or digging ditc~es, 
and such as that. You can hear the bone jump out every tune 
I move it up and down, it clicks, and it gets so sore I can't 
use it after about an hour or two. 
Q. You say prior to the time that you became a State Of-
ficer you were a. joiner. What rank did you have f 
A. First class joiner in the Newport News Shipyard. 
Q. Newport News Ship Building Company? 
A. Yes., sir. 
Q. Assuming that you should remain as a State Officer, to 
·what extent does this injury affect yon ·in driving your _car 
and attending to your ordinary duties? 
A. Well, it hurts me right much. I have been told I had 
a -fifteen per cent disability as long as I stay on this police 
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force and .do ,police work. I would have a permanent dis-
ability fifteen per cent. 
page 40 ~ Q;- Did you do any hunting, or did you attempt 
· to do any hunting last fall f 
A. Yes,, sir. 
Q. Once or twice? 
.A.. I.tried it once. 
Q. Who did you go with huntingY 
. .A.. I went with one of the boys from down at Dahlgren. 
Q. What if any affect did hunting or using the gun have on 
this shoulder Y 
A. One afternoon I say I went hunting, went bird hunting· 
two or three times., but one afternoon I went duck hunting, and 
shooting about a ten or dozen times, it hurts me so bad that 
I just had to stop. That was during the time I was going to 
Dr. Johnson. He told me not to ~o any shooting, and I was 
· getting along all right and I did this shooting and then l had 
to go back to him. I did not tell him I was shooting a gun, 
because he had told me not to. 
Q. You found out you couldn't do much hunting Y 
A. I found out I was wrong, I should not have been hunt-
ing. He was right. 
Q. Have you any plan for the future as to whether you ex-
pect to remain on the State Force Y 
Mr. Bremner: If Your Honor please, we object to that 
question. 
The Court: I do not think he can go into the 
page 41 ~ future. 
Mr. Goolrick: I do not know, but if he has any 
immediate plans that might be proper. That is all right, I 
will withdraw that question. · 
Q. How much is your salary as a State Offieed 
A. Approximately $225.00 a month. 
Q. Did you lose any time without pay as a direct result of 
this accident? 
A. Yes, sir. I was off two weeks at the time it happened, 
and another week in the hospital. 
Q. How much money did you lose as a result of this ab-
sence from work? 
-· A. Well, let me see-
Q. Three weeks, wasn't it Y 
A. Yes, sir ; at $225.00 a month. 
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Mr. Goolrick: Three-fourths of $225.00. Mr. Bremner., I 
believe without putting these things .in the record we· 1agreed 
on these small bills,· didn't we? Didn't we agree on that when 
we were here before T 
::J\fr. Bremner:· Yes, sir. 
Mr. Goolrick: Then I will put those before the jury witl1 
your consent later on. 
Mr. Bremner: Yes. 
Q. Mr. ~utler, when you attempted to use your 
page 42 ~ arm, or when you do so now, in joiner or carpentry 
work, did you try more than once to see whethe·r 
or not the affect was the same y I 
A. Yes, sir. I have tried it several times. In: fact, I stiil 
try it a little bit, and it hurts me every time. 
Q. I know it is hard to describe, but as near as you can tell 
the jury how much you suffered from this thing, including 
nigh~s when you go to bedT 
A. Well, at first I suffered pain all of the time, day and .. 
night., and that continued for quite a while. I mean, espe-
cially in rainy weather, and damp weather. · 
One time I arrested a drunk and he put up a fight and I had 
to fight him, and for two or three days then I couldn't- hardly 
move my arm. 
Q. You in the course of an arrest found out that this dis-
ability did affect you in handling this drunk? 
A. Absolutely. If he puts up any fight it does. I finally 
got him in my car and got him under arrest; but for the next 
two or three or four days I was well aware of the fact .l bad 
been in a scrape. 
Q. How about at night when you rest on that shoulder Y 
A. At night even if· I am ·not doing any work, don't make 
any difference whether I wo'rk or not, if I go to sleep · and 
turn :over in my sleep and get on that side it will wake jn.e 
up. It still does that, and I cannot sleep on that side at all 
Q. You have sought various doctors in an ef-
page 43 ~ fort to get your difficulty relieved since the ac-
cident, and you have not obtained it as yet? 
A. I have tried every doctor I had any idea could help me. 
Q. When you fell after grabbing this truck, what part of 
your body struck the hard surf ace of the road, or the shoul-
der of the road, or wherever you fell? 
A. I was hanging on like this, and when the truck finally 
stopped, when the brakes finally stopped it, I went right up 
in the air three or four feet, and hit on the point of· this 
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shoulder and back of my heck. My glasses flew up in the 
air seven or eight feet, . my cap, too. I turned a complete 
som:er'sault over my head. 
Q~ Rave you 'ever hil:d any trouble with that shoulder be-fore this accident? 
A. Never had a scratch on it in my life that I know of. 
Q. You had full use of it before this accident? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now it is in the condition you have just described to 
the juryY 
A. Yes, sir. 
, Q. Yon ·say you have been advised by all the doctors that 
this is A permanent injury? . 
· A. Ev~ry doctor telJs. me it is permanent. Dr. 
page 44 ~ Frankel told me he advised against trying to do· 
anything for it. 
L Mr. ~}'ool.rick: . He sta·rted to say something that Dr. 
Fi·anke1 '.had told him. 
Mr. Bremner: vVe agreed Dr. ],ran:kel's report could go 
in. 
Mr. "Goolrick: We have that, but I don't know whether 
1,pu want him to relate something that Dr. Frankel told him. 
That is all. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bremner·: 
Q. Js Dr. Johnson here today? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is Dr. Butzner here today? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ~ave you any report. from the hospital in Baltimoref 
A. :tfo, sir. I understand the report was sent to Dr. Coruth-
~rs, I think it was. What he told me is all that I know about 
it. 
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page 45 } DR. V. 0. CORUTHERS, 
a witness introduced in behalf ,of the plaintiff, first 
being duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Goolrick: 
Q. Dr. Coruthers, please state your name and residence. 
A. V. 0. Coruthers, Colonial ·Beach, Virginia. 
Q. How long have yon been ·practicing medicine f 
A. Since 1909. 
Q. Are you in the general practice? 
A. General. -practice. 
Q. Mr. Butler, the plaintiff, just stated that in October 
of 1944 a~,ter this accident you advised him to go to the 
-1 ohns Hopkins Hospital for examination and possible treat-
ment. Is that correct! 
A. Mr. Butler ,came to me in October complaining of pain 
in his shoulder, neck and face. As I told you, I am a general 
practitioner, I do not have X-ray equipment, and I thought 
that it was necessary due to the complaint that he was giv-
ing of pain and lack of proper 'function of the shoulder that 
·he .avail -himself of more examination than I was ·capable or 
had the equipment to give him, and I advised 'him 
page 46 ~ to go 'to the Johns Hopkins Hospital Clinic. 
Q. And you know that he did go there, I ·be-
lieve? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you get a report from the clinic f 
A. I had a report from the clinic, and I was under the 
impression I had it, but I can't :find it in ·my papers any-
where. I was ·of the impression that I gave it to Mr. Butler. 
Q. We do not ·have it, I am sorry. Do you recall the sub-
stance of the report, if these gentlemen do ·not object to it. 
I don't know whether they object or not. 
Mr. Bremner: No, sir. 
Q. Did Mr. Butler call on you again¥ 
A. I have seen Mr. Butler several times since then in the 
interval that has elapsed since October, 1944. 
Q. Did you examine this right shoulder yourself? 
A. Yes, sir. At the original call, and subsequently. 
Q. I believe subsequently it was January, 1945, was it not? 
A. January, 1945; -yes, sir. 
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Q. From your examination, what condition .did you find to 
exisU 
A. The condition that existed as I found it was a loosening 
of the outer end of the collarbone that is attached by a slight 
attachment. It was loosened at the outer end where it at-
taches to the bone there to attach and act as a 
page 47 ~ brace to the shoulder joint. That loosening would 
cause a motion that you· could feel. 
Q. Can you feel this dislocation, or whatever it is, in But-
ler's shoulder as he moves his arm about! 
A. It isn't strictly spe~lp.ng in any sense a dislocation,. 
but it is a loosening of the connection of the two bones. In 
other words, instead of holding firm when the shoulder moves 
it causes a movement in that outer end. That outer end of 
the. collarbone, or the clavicle that braces the· joint. The 
shoulder joint is loose, it moves more freely than it should, 
and this collarbone braces it and holds it in proper posi#on, 
and helps to make the joint mobile. 
Q. Is that a condition which would normally create pain Y 
A. ~n my opiµion ma~mal labor wo·uld give marked sore-
nes·s and pain after indulgence. 
: Q. Is this inj;ury to the shoulder in your opinion tem-
porary or perman~nt t · 
·· ·A. I lmow of no method by which once that union is 
loosened it can be rectified. 
· Q. So. that' you regard· it as a permanent injury to that 
shoulderT 
A. I do. 
. · Q .. To what extent in you~ opini<;>n c)oes t)lis injury impair 
his physical ability to wor~? · 
page 48 }- · A. That injury in my opinion impairs his physi-
. · ca.I ability depen~ing upon the occupation. His 
pre_se~t occ:upatioµ pr.obaply abo:ut ten per cent. I think prob-
ably if he drove a long djs~ance and drove hard he would 
have some soreness in the shoulder. If he tried to dig a 
ditch or do carpentry work, or something that requires more 
use of that shoulder, I think the disability would probably be 
much ,greater. 
Q. in o,ther :words, the e~Jent of ~he disabili_ty caused by-
A. Depends 11pon the occupation. 
Q. -D~pe~ds upoi;i tµe .occuP.ation which Mr. Butler may 
now b~ o, h,e!e~~~er .be e_11:g~ged ~ Y . 
4-. Yer;;, sir. 
Q. And if he continues to be .a ~tate Police Officer, ·you 
say it runs around ten per cent? 
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A. In my opinion about ten per cent. 
Q. And if he engages in some physical work it would be 
much higher Y 
A. I don't think he could do it. 
Q. You heard his testimony and what he said about hunt--
ing, did you not? 
A. Well1 that is about in line with the statement he has given me m the past when I would examine his shoulder .. 
Q. Would the condition he described, 1·esulting from an 
attempt to hunt, normally follow this inj~ryf _ 
page 49 ~ A. Using a gun or-. a jar against the shoulqer 
makes motion there, and that is a false motion 
due to the fact that that junction is loosened, and it would 
. make soreness, in my opinion. 
Q. Is that injury of such a character as to inconvenience 
a man by pain from time to time, or continuing painY 
A. Depending upon the amount of use that he uses the arm. 
The pain would be more or less dependent upon that. 
Q. Let us assume that in his ocoupation as a police officer;. 
as a traffic officer, not a polic'e officer, he is called upon to 
drive a good many hours during· the day and night, and then 
he goes to bed. Would normally he suffer any pain at night 
following that Y . 
A. I think if he didn't do anything he probably wouldn't 
have very much pain, I think if he did have much, whether . 
it be driving or the use of that arm continuously from any 
cause, he would probably have di~comfort. and pain during 
the nocturnal hours. 
Q. How about the use of that right arm in the arrest of 
resisting prisoners, in the course of his duty Y 
A. That would come under the sallle· category that. manual 
labor would come under. That would be forceful use of 
his arm and would.increase the discomfort and paint, I should 
think, sir. 
Q. In the movement of his arm, shoulder, is 
page 50 ~ there any distinct sound w bich you can disce,:r;n 1 
A. If you put your hand on there you can feel 
a click there where the loose end slips from its proper po-
sition, on certain positions that you put your arm in. 
Q. Would a layman be able to feel or hear that, that in-jury T · 
A. I would think so. 
Q. Could you get Mr. Butler up here before the jury and 
explain what you mean to the juryf 
A. Let him come around and get his shirt oft 
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Note: At this time the plaintiff comes ar·ound before the 
wittlesi:1 chair before the jury. After this is done the wit-
ness demonstrates to the jury, viz.: 
A. (Continued) Any m·ember of the jury can coine around 
here and put his hand right there. 
Note : Orte juror ·can1e around. 
A. ( Continued) Put your hand in that position (Indicat-
ing). Put your hand on this shoulder and move your arm 
(Sp·eakirt:g to the plaintiff). Do y'ou f~·el it t 
A Juror: Yes, twice. 
Q. Did :you feel the thing that the trouble is caused by? 
A. I felt it jump twice, at tw'o distinct times. 
Mr. Goolri:ck: Do any ·other members of the 
page 51 -~ jury wish to ·examine Mr. Butler 7 
The Court: Any other of the jurors can make 
the sani'e te'st, if they want to. 
N'6te: At this time another juror did make the test. 
A. '(Contirine'd.) Put your fingers just like this, sir. This 
s'Iioulder the same way (Indicating to the juror). Both 
_shoulders, so you can see. Did you hear it as well as feel 
iU 
A Juror: I heard it and felt it, yes, sir. 
The O·ourt: Do you wa·nt to 'try it, Mr. Bremner! 
Mr. Bremner: I tinderstood the two gentlemen to say they 
felt it. That is what I understood. 
Mr. :oo·olrick: ('Speaking to a -juror) Did yo'u feel it? 
A Juror·: Yes,. I felt it click. 
Mr. Goolrfok: You may examine Dr. Corutliers. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Bremner: 
Q. Wl;len did you first see Mr. Butler? 
A. Octdber, 194~, sir. 
Q. Hbw many times have you tteated him professionally 
since that time, since October, 1944Y 
\ 
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A. At that time I advised him to avail himself~ 
Q. You misunderstood my question. How many 
page 52 ~ times have you seen him professionally since Oc-
tober of 1944? . 
A.. I don't have any recollection, because it was nothing 
that I could do for him, and I didn't make any charge after 
the initial examination. I have seen him several tunes since~ 
Q. When is the last time you saw him before today Y 
A. I don't remember, sir. 
Q. Within the last year? 
A. Yes, sir. Within the last year, I know. 
Q. Within the last six months 7 
A. I don't recall. I have talked to him, but I don't think 
I examined the shoulder within the last six months. 
Witness stood aside. 
Mr. Goolrick: It has been agreed between counsel that 
the following letter from Dr. Frankel of the University of 
Virginia, shall be read to the jury. This letter is dated Feb-
ruary 9, 1946, and reads as follows : 
''Mr. Solomon V. Carter, Box 33-3, Fredericksburg, Vir-
ginia. Dear Mr. Butler: Your examination revealed an old 
joint separation at the acromi~-clavicular .joint in 
page 53 ~ the right side. There was grating on motion which 
suggests the presence ·ef a trauma.tic arthritis. 
I do not recommend surgery for these cases, but I be-
lieve it is wise to inform the patients that there will be a 
fifteen per cent permanent partial disability so far as the 
use of the arm is concerned. 
I would suggest that you do no heavy lifting. 
Dr. Charles J. Frankel." 
I ask that this letter be marked and filed as exhibit 1. 
Note : This letter is now marked and filed as· Exhibit 1. 
The Court: We will now suspend for five minutes. Gen-
tlemen of the jury, I ·caution you not to talk to anybody ahout 
this case ·or let anybody talk to .you or talk abut it in your 
presence. . 
Mr. Goolrick: If Your Honor please, and you gentlemen 
of the jury. These are the items of expense which it is ,con-
ceded by Mr. Bremner that ]\fr. Butler incurred. I will read 
them to you. 
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Murphy Tate .. 
Dr .. Butzner . $2.0~00 
Mary Washington.-Hospital, X-ray 5.00 
Johns Hopkins Hospital 35.00 
Board and lodgino- in Baltimore, one week 50.00 0 • 
page 54 ~ Dr. Johnson, Fredericksburg $ 22.50 
Dr. Frankel, University of Virginia, 3.00 
Dr. Coruthers. 50.00 
Loss.of wages for three weeks 168.75 
Total Amount $351.25 
That loss of wages item of $16& 75 being three-fourths of 
$225 .• 00, which is his· regular salary for that time. 
If Your Honor please, we rest .. 
MURPHY TATE, 
one of the defendants, first being duly sworn, testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION •. 
By Mr. Browder: 
Q. Your name is Murphy Tate! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How old are you! 
A. Twenty-seven. 
Q. Where do you live nowf 
A. Leesb,urg, New Jersey .. 
Q. Where were you living at the time of this accident when 
you were driving Carter's truck Y 
A. I was living in Westmoreland County .. 
Q·. Yonr home is over· in Westmoreland County, 
page 55 ~ your family lives over th~re now·! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What business is Carter in, or was he in at that time? 
A. He was running a crab shore and hf,tuling, seafood 
place. 
Q. Whereabouts was he running this crab placer 
A. Colonial Beach, liight on the beach. · 
Q. Did· he oper-ate his truck out of' Colonial Beach! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you drivillg the truck for him on the day of this 
aceidenU · 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Where had you been Y 
A. Fredericksburg. 
47 
Q. Where were ·you heading for when the accident oc-
curred ? 
A. Back to Colonial Beach. 
Q. What did you have on that truck in the way of a load? 
A. Beer and cinder block, bricks. 
Q. Were you pretty nearly loaded 7 
A. Yes, pretty fully loaded. 
Q. What kind of a truck is itY 
A. Ford truck. 
Q. Was it a stake body truck? 
A. Stake body, yes. 
page 56} 
the sides. 
The Court: What is a stake body truckY 
Mr. Goolrick: These stakes that stick up on 
Q. What year truck was it Y 
A. 1936, I think. 
Q. It is a one-piece job, isn't it, it isn't a tractor-trailer T 
A. No, sir. . 
Q. Tell the gentlemen of the jury how this accident oc-
curred? 
A. I was on my way from Fredericksburg with my load, 
it was raining when I left Fredericksburg. It was drizzling 
rain when I came down by the circle, and everything· was 
going along pretty smooth. So my helper there, he was 
catching a little nap, and I was driving along, and when I 
came around this other little short curve I said to him, I 
said-
Mr. Goolrick: Don't say what you said to him. 
The Court: Tell what you did. 
Q. You can say whether or not you woke him up. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you wake him up Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he awake after that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You said something to him? 
page 57 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he responded Y 
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A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Go ahead. 
Murphy Tate. 
A. I was not driving real fast, you know. 
Q. How fast were you driving! · 
A. I wouldn't know exactly, but I wasn't going very fast. 
I wasn't noticing the speedometer, but along about twenty-
five or thirty. 
Q. A.round twenty-five or thirty miles an hour! 
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is the road straight there? 
A. Where I bit Mr. Butler it is straight, yes. 
Q. Had it been straight for some distance behind you Y 
A. No, sir; it is kind of a little scanty curve like. 
Q. You came around a curve when you saw Mr. ButlerY 
A. Yes, sir. Just came around there. He was parked 
about two hundred fifty feet from the curve that I came 
around. 
Q. Up past Mr. Butler, up above there, is the road 
straight for some distance or is there another curve Y 
A.. There is another curve, turning to your left. 
Q. Looking up the road after you passed Mr. Butler, there· 
is a left curve? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that a sharp or a gradual curve, the one 
page 58 ~ you were coming to, I am speaking of? 
A.. The one I was coming to was sharper than 
the one I had made. 
Q. Go ahead and tell the gentlemen of the jury bow this 
thing happened. 
A. I bit my brakes, she kind of pulled a little bit to my 
right, and I said to myself this thing is running kind of 
funny. I said to the other boy. And so I had slowed down 
real slow then when I put her in second gear to get more 
speed, you know, pulls up beside Mr. Butler, and I don't 
know how that thing happened, but what I think is that front 
right-hand front wheel pulled me straight into that man. 
Q. Did any of the other wheels of the truck catch when you 
put the brakes on? 
A. The last time 1 
Q. Yes, the time just before you hit him. 
A. All of them caught. , Emergency brake and all. I had 
everything up. · 
Q. You spoke of pulling to the right. What caused it to 
pull to the right Y 
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A. I don't know, looked like that wheel caught quicker 
than the rest of them, or something. I don't know. . 
Q. Did you see a skid mark there in the highway after the 
accident? 
.A. After the accident happened Y 
page 59 } Q. Yes. 
A. Yes. The sheriff spoke of it. 
Q. You saw the skid mark he ref erred to f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that just one mark like he said Y 
A. It was just one mark, right-hand front wheel. 
Q. That was made by your right front wheeH 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you applied your brakes, that is when you stepped 
on the foot brake, and the truck you said pulled to the right, 
did any of the wheels lock at that time Y When you first put 
your brakes on, you saw Mr. Butler, you say, you say you 
put your brakes on. When you first touched your brakes 
what happened to the car at that time! 
A. She grabbed to the right. 
Q. She grabbed to the right? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had it not grabbed to the right and pulled the truck to 
the right, would you have had sufficient clearance! 
:M:r. Goolrick: If Your Honor please, I object to that ques-
tion. 
The Court: That is a leading question. 
Q. How far did it pull your truck to the right when the 
brakes went on Y 
A. I guess about two or two and a half feet, 
page 60} probably. 
Q. Did it pull you right directly toward Mr. 
Butler? 
A. It did. 
Q. How long had you been driving that truck! 
A. I had been driving it practically all the summer. 
Q. Had you ever had any trouble with the brakes locking 
on you before Y 
A. Not before. 
Q. Tell the gentlemen of the jury where you applied the 
ln·akes in the first place. 
A. Why, where I hit them in the first place? 
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Q .. Yes.. . 
A~ Well, you know how some guys drive, you know, and I 
was, just thinking that- some guys drive reckless, and this 
other curve was up in front of us about a hundred and fifty 
or a hundred and seventy-five feet, probably maybe a little 
more, and well, when I checked up on her to find myself clear, 
you. know, and if I could find myself clear and could make 
good passing without disturbing anybody, well, after I saw 
it clear I put it in second gear, and she pulled. right over 
into him. 
Q. Pulled you right over into him. Well now,. what was 
the weather condition at the time,. Murphy! 
A. It was raining. Drizzling rain. 
Q. Was the road wet? 
A. It was. 
Q. What type of road was thaU 
page 61 ~ A. Asphalt. . 
Q. How fast would you judge you were going 
at the time that you actually collided with Mr. Butler t 
A. I don't know. I hadn't gotten-my speed up good, about 
twenty-fifteen or twenty miles, probably. 
Q. How. far after you struck Mr. Butler did your truck 
move before it came to a complete stop! 
A. Did it movef Yes. 
Q. How far did it go! 
A. I don't know exactly. Probably about eight or ten feet. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Goolrick: 
Q.· Tate, this accident happened about one o'clockJ or 
shortly after one o'clock, in the middle of the day, did it 
noU . · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You stated your helper was taking a nap, and you also 
stated that you came around a curve west, that is this side 
of where you hit him, about two hundred and fifty feet from 
the point, ·where the Inglis car was Y 
A. Right. 
Q. So certainly for two hundred and fifty feet, that is about 
eighty some yards, you saw this situation there, 
page 62 ~ these two. cars parked on the right-hand side of 
the road, and you had, according to these wit-
nesses, you had eighteen and a quarter feet-no, seventeen 
· .... 
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and three-quarters feet of clear space on .the left of these 
cars to go by. 
Why did you run into Mr. Butler when you had that milch 
road? 
A. Because the wheel locked on me, and the right-hand 
front wheel pulled me into Mr. Butler. 
Q. Why did you put on the brakes! . Nothing was coming 
toward you. 
A. No, sir, it was not. 
Q. Nothing behind you, was there 7 
A. It was not. 
Q. Why did you put on the brakes Y 
A. To :find my way clear. 
Q. To what? 
A. To find my way clear . from the other curve. To see 
my way clear. 
Q. You said the other curve was at least a hundred and 
seventy-five feet ahead. We will find out about how far it 
is in a few minutes. You put on the brakes up there before 
you got to the Inglis car to take· your curve a hundred and 
seventy-five feet ahead of you, why did you have to do that 
if yon only were running twenty-five or thirty miles an hour? 
A. Well, I take it this way: Some guys drive 
page 63 ~ real fast when they come around a curve, and some 
drive real slow. 
Q. You weren't coming around any curve. 
A. I know I wasn )t, but watching the other curve. The 
other curve up east. · 
Q. You mean to say that you were that far from the curve 
when you started putting on brakes running at twenty-five 
or thirty miles an hour f 
A. I did hit them. 
Q. But why did you do it f What was the necessity for 
doing that? 
A. I just told you. 
Q. B.ut according to your testimony, you were putting on 
your brakes a long way off before you got to this curve. How 
far were yon attempting to pass to the left of the Butler 
car? 
A. Attempting to cross it, pass across the center of the. 
road. 
Q. You saw Mr. Butler standing there, didn't you! 
A. I did. 
Q. You saw the two cars, didn't you Y 
A. I did. 
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· Q. And yet you ran close enough to him so that your car 
hit him, your truck hit him, and he had to grab hold of it Y 
. A. The wheel pulled me into him. 
Q. Is it possible you bad dozed off yourself 
page 64 } about that timeT 
A. I had not, because I had just told· the other 
fellow, I just told the other fellow Mr. Butler has pulled 
somebody. 
Q. Mr. Butler has pulled somebody? 
A. That is right. 
Q. You saw him there, and the only explanation you have 
is just before you got to him you slapped on your brakes, 
and the wheels locked, and you ran into him Y 
A. Yes, sir. · 
,vitness stood aside. 
/ 
PRICHARD STEWART (Col.), 
a witness introduced in behalf of the defendants, first being 
duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Browder: 
Q. What is your last name¥ 
A. Stewart. · 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. I live in Westmoreland County. 
Q. For whom were you working on the occasion of this ac-
cident we are referring to! 
A. Edward Carter. 
page 65 } Q. You were working for Edward Carter? 
A. Yes~ sir. 
Q. What was Edward Carter's business at that time¥ 
A. He was fishing and running seafood place. 
Q. Fiahing and running a seafood place 1 
A. Yea, sir. 
Q. Did he also run a truck? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you do any hauling with 'that truck? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you on the truck the clay that Mr. Butler was hurt 
in this accident f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were you? 
I 
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A. Sitting in the truck. 
Q. Where? 
A. In the front. 
Q. Who was drivingf 
A. Murphy . 
. Q. Anybody else in the truck with you? 
A. No, sir. 
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Q. About how fast were you all driving as you came around 
the curve and saw Mr. Butler ahead of you Y 
A. I had been laying back, so he came around 
page 66 } the curve and he said '' Prichard, I see Mr. Butler 
done pulled somebody.'' 
Q. You had already come around the curve at that time 7 
A. Yes, sir, after he told me that. 
Q. You were sort of laying back up until that time Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then did you look ahead and see what was in the road? 
A. Yes, sir. I looked ahead and saw. He commenced to 
touching his brakes, lightly, to go by him. So after a while 
he commenced to mash down on his brakes. So when I saw 
him pulling, I said '' Look out.'' I said it just like that, and 
he grabbed then emergency brake when he mashed down hard 
like that, and she hit him, and then it stopped and throwed him 
off. He reached around and grabbed the side of the body. 
Q. When he put the brakes on, it bas been testified by the 
sheriff there was a skid mark there of forty-eight feet long 
leading up to the point where Mr. Butler was struck, and on 
up to where the car stopped. Did you see that skid mark 
vourselfY 
· A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When he put the brakes on and made that mark, did the 
car go straight forward, did it go forward on the right, or 
forward on the left, or straight forward Y 
A. She went forward-yon mean the skid mark? She went 
forward to her right. 
Q. Pulled you all to the right T 
page 67 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had you gone straight forward from the 
J>0int where the brakes were put on was there room enough to 
pass Mr. Butler without striking him 1 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How was Mr. Butler standing there on the highway, was 
he on the highway or up against the car when you saw him Y 
A. Like this car was here, standing with his back like this 
here (Indicating with hands). 
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Q. Wait a,.m.inute. Let's g·et it so the court 1·eporter. will 
get it. He had his back sort of toward you, did he! 
A. Y.es, sir. 
Q. You saw his back plainlyY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He had his right foot up on the running board of the cart 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Before yon struck him did he make any movement from 
that position Y 
A. No, sir; I didn't see him make any movement. 
· Q. You didn't see him actually get hit yourself t 
A. No, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. Yau are Tate's brother °l 
A. Half brother. 
page 68 ~ By Mr. Browder: (Continued) 
Q. You drive that truck yourselff 
A. Yes, sir. I used to drive it all the time. 
Q. Had you ever had any trouble like this before with the 
.wheel locking on you? 
A. No, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Goolrick: 
Q. How near the right side of the roacl was your brother 
driving when you put on the brake, or when he put on the 
brake! 
A. From _the other car~ from where he hit at was about 
two feet, I imagine, from the right front wheel to the ot11e1· 
car. 
· Q. But all the other part of the road was open Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How far is it, Stewart, how far could you see up the 
road from Mr. Inglis' car iu the direction in which you were 
approaching 7 
A. I don't know. It wasn't so far, though. From the cor-
ner, you mean! 
Q. Isn't it, from the time you came .out of the curve isn't 
it about one hundred yards before you get to Mr. Ing·lis' 
carY 
· · A. I wouldn't say so. 1 
.. 1 
I 
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page 69 ~ Q. Do you know how far it is f Your .. brother 
spoke about a left curve ahead. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Can you estimate about the distance from Mr. Inglis' 
car to the beginning of the left curve ahead 1 · . ·: ·, , · 
· A. I guess around a hundred and ·fifty feet, I imagine, to 
the next curve, or more probably. 
Q. Suppose I tell yon it was two hundred yards by actual 
measurement. Would you be surprised Y That is six hundred 
feet. 
A. Oh,. well, I would be surprised; but I don't know how 
far it were. I just imagined that. 
Q. Suppose you say you are a truck driver? 
A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. And you start around a left-hancl curve, do you ordi-
narily put on your brakes two hundred yards from the head 
of the curve? 
A. To bring her down to control, I would. 
Q. It depends on how fast you are going Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How fast was your brother driving! 
,,;. 
A. He was driving about twenty-five,. I imagine, around 
twenty-five. 
Q. You don't mean to tell this jury a man would. have ,to 
· put on his brakes six hundred feet ahead of a curve 
page 70 ~ when he was driving twenty.:.five miles an hour, do 
you¥ 
A. He didn't put his brakes on as soQn as he came around 
the curve. 
Q. What is thatT . . . . 
A. Didn't put his brakes on as soon as he came aro·und· tbe 
curve. 
Q. I am talking about from the point where Mr. Inglis' 
car was to the head of the curve. He ptit on brakes··before 
he got to Mr. Inglis' car? 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. He would be more than six hundred feet from th~ curve. 
What I am asking you, as a truck driver, driving at twenty-
five miles an hour you wouldn't have to put on brakes~ six 
hundred and some feet before you got to a curve, would you? 
A. No, sir. 
Mr. Bremner: Is there any evidence it was six hundred 
and some feeU 
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·Mr. Goo Irick : The sheriff testified how far he could see 
down the road. 
Mr. Bremner: If you say that he said it, that is all right 
with me. 
Mr. Goolrick: We have accurate figures here. 
.. The Court: If you hook it up, go on ahead. I do not think 
he can testify to the view down the road. 
page 71 ~ Mr. Goolrick: I will ask him that in a minute. 
That is all.I wanted to ask him. 
Q. Didn't that brake mark that you talked about go 
straight down the road parallel with the right-hand side 1 
A. When he throwed the brakes on it kind of swung it right 
in toward the car. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Browder: 
Q. What were the weather conditions? 
A. It was raining. 
Q. Can you tell us whether or not the road was slippery¥ 
A. Yes, sir; the road was slippery. 
RE-CROSS EXA1\UNATI0N. 
By Mr. Goo Irick: 
Q. Mr. Carter owned this truck, did be not 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Bremner: We admit that. 
. Mr. Browder: Senator Goolrick, :M:r. Carter is here. He 
knows nothing about it. If anybody wants to question him., 
th.at is all right. We rest. 
Witnes1; stood aside. 
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page 72} J. S. DISHMAN, 
resuming the witness stand in rebuttal, testified 
further as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Goolrick : 
Q. Mr. Dishman, Murphy, the driver, Murphy Tate, I think 
his name was, testified that looking ahead from the Inglis 
car to the left-hand curve· that he estimated the distance to 
be about two hundred and fifty feet, which would be about 
eighty some yards. 
Will you tell the jury the approximate distance from Inglis' 
car to the head of that curve, the left-hand curve? 
.A. It is a little bend there, from the right-hand side of the 
road you can see nearly two hundred yards down the road. 
Q. Before you get to the curve Y 
A. Yes, sir. It is a little bend there right where Inglis' 
car was, but it didn't obstruc.t the view. 
Q. How far up the road is it straight before you get to the 
Inglis car? 
A. I imagine a hundred and six yards. 
Q. He said he thought it was about a hundred and seventy-
five feet. You imagine that it is three hundred and eighteen 
feet, is that right? 
A. I measured it with a six foot rule. 
page 73 ~ Q. Let me ask you further about this brake 
mark. Did that veer after it started. did that veer 
to the right, or did it go straight down the road. 
A. The brake mark went practically straight. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Browder: 
Q. Sheriff Dishman, how far was it from the Inglis car to 
this little bend as you ref er to it in the road? 
A. It is a little bend there, and the Inglis car was almost 
on the bend. A little past the bend, I believe, but it was so 
gradual, it was a short curve. I mean, the short curve was 
before you get to the Inglis car, turned to the ri,ght. The 
next little bend was very slight bend to the left, but it didn't 
obstruct the view. You could see from the Inglis car down 
the road, you could see at least two hundred yards. 
Q. Was the Inglis car in the little bend, or was it-
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A. A little ·beyond, just a slight bend there, but that bencl 
wasn't enough to-obstruct the view down the road. 
Witness stood aside. 
Mr. Goolrick: All right: sir, we rest. 
page 7 4 ~ The Court : All right. As I understand it, both 
sides rest. 
Gentlemen of the jury, we will now take an adjournment 
for lunch. Do not talk to anybody about this case and do 
not permit anybody to talk to you about the case. Do not 
make up your mind yet about your verdict, because you 
haven't been instructed. Wait until yon are instructed. 
Note: At this time a recess is had for lunch, following 
which the Court stated as follows: 
The Court: Gentlemen of the j:ury, '.I have to hear a dis-
cussion from counsel about some of these instructions. Yon 
may step out in the yard for a_ few minutes and we will call 
yoµ back when we need yon. 
· page 75 } Jury out. 
Mr. Bremner: If Your Honor,. pleas_e, I wish to make a 
motion to strike all of the evidence in this case for the reason 
tlre evidence is not sufficient to sustain any verdict which the 
jury might give for the plaintiff showing the defendant was 
g,rllty of negligence. 
The undisputed evidence is that the road was slick, wet, 
and that this man was driving along in a reasonable manner 
at a reasonable rate of speed, and that when he put his brakes 
on that they slid over to the plaintiff. 
So we say that there is no evidence on which a jury could 
base a verdict, and therefore ask that all of. the evidence be 
stricken. In other words, if we were in the Federal Court we 
would make a motion for a directed verdict, but I do not be-
lieve that motion lies in a State court. But that is the pur-
pose of my motion. 
The Court: The Court, Mr. Bremner, is of the opinion 
this case presents a jury question. Your motion is overruled. 
Mr. Bremner: We except for the reasons stated in the 
motion. 
- ..;, 
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page 76 l Note: At this time the matter of the instruc· 
tions is considered. in the absence of the jury, viz: 
Mr. Bremner: "\Ve object and except to the granting of any 
instructions for the plaintiff for the reasons set forth in our 
motion to strike the evidence. 
The Court: And you except to the Court's refusal of your 
Instruction No. E and Instruction· No. G on the ground they 
are correct statements of the law and set forth the defend-
ant's theory of the case! 
Mr. Bremner: Yes, sir. 
Defendant by counsel also object and except to the Court's 
giving Instruction 1 and Instruction 2 for the plaintiff on the 
ground they are repetitious, giving the same instruction twice. 
Note: Here concludes the objections and exceptions to the 
instructions. 
Instruction No. E and G refused to the defendant are set 
out on the following page : 
page 77 } INSTRUCTION NO. E (Refused). 
The Court instructs the jury that even though you may 
believe from the evidence that the defendants · were guilty 
of negligence, yet if yon further believe from the evidence 
that S. V. Butler saw, or by the exercise of ordinary care 
should have seen the automobile-truck of the defendant, Ed-
ward V. Carter, in time to have avoided the accident and 
failed to do so, and by such failure the accident and injury 
occurred, you should find your verdict in favor of the defend-
ants. 
Refused: 
L. M. B. 
28 March 46. 
· INSTRUCTION NO. G (Refused). 
The Court instructs the jury that the plaintiff was guilty 
of contributory negligence as a matter of law, and is not en-
titled to recover. 
Refused: 
L. M. B. 
28 March 46. 
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page 78 ~ Note: At this time Court and counsel are be.fore 
the jury in the courtroom, viz: 
Jury in. 
The Court: Gentlemen of the jnry, I am about to instruct 
yott as to the law of the case, the evidence having been com-
pleted. After you have been instructed as to the law of the 
. case., then counsel will argue the case to you. After that you 
will go to your room to consider your verdict. 
You gentlemen are the sole judges of the testimony in the 
case. It is for you to say what facts have been established, 
and I have nothing to do with that. That is your function. 
All I do is to rule on the admissibility or exclusion of evidence, 
and on questions of law, and then instruct you as to the law 
of the case. 
The instructions which I am going to read to you are all 
the instructions of the Court. One is just as valid as another, 
but naturally the instructions in this case as in all cases 
present questions of law that are applicable to varying facts. 
The plaintiff has one theory about the case, and the defendant 
has another theory about the case, and both of them 
page 79 ~ are entitled to have the law that is applicable to 
_ their theory given to the jury in the instructions. 
But you determine what the facts are in the case, and then 
you apply that set of instructions which are applicable to the 
facts as you find them. 
If you find the law to be with the plaintiff, one set of the 
instructions apply. If you find the facts to be with the defend-
ant, then another set of instructions apply. In looking at 
them in that way you will have no cli:fficulty in seeing that the 
instructions are not in conflict, but one set eovers the plain-
tiff's side of the case, and the other set covers the law as to 
the defendant's side of the case. 
With that explanation I will read you the instructions of 
the Court: 
Note: At this point the Court re.ads to the jury the in-
structions, viz: 
INSTRUCTION 1. 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence that the driver of the defendants truck, Murphy 
Tate., was guilty of negligence in the operation of the motor 
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vehicle driven by him in King George County on 
page 80 } the 14th day of September, 1944, and that as a 
proximate result of his neglig·ence, the plaintiff 
was injured, without fault on his part, then they should :find 
for the plaintiff and fix his damages at such sum as to the 
jury may seem fair and just from the evidence, not exceeding 
the amount claimed in the notice of motion. · 
INSTRUCTION 2. 
The Court instructs the jury that it was the duty of Murphy 
Tate in driving· his truck to use ordinary care to avoid in-
juring others on the highway, and if they believe from the 
evidence that he failed to use such care and as the proximate 
result of such failure, the plaintiff was injured, without fa ult · 
on his pai;_t, wl1i~h contributed to his injuries, then they should 
.find for the plamtiff. 
Ordinary care as used herein means such care as an ordi-
narily prudent person would exercise under like circum-
stances. 
The Court: ( Here speaking orally to the jury) Those two 
instructions present the law that is applicable to the plain-
tiff's side of the case. Here are the instructions which apply 
to the law as to the defendant's side of the case: 
page 81 ~ Note: At this point the Court begins the read-
ing of further instructions to the jury, viz: 
INSTRUCTION NO. A. 
The Court instruc~s the jury that the burden of proof is 
on the plaintiff to prove affirmatively by a preponderance of 
the evidence that the defendants failed to use such care in 
the operation and control of the automobile-truck at the time 
of the accident as an ordinarily prudent a.nd careful man 
would have used under the same circumstances, and: also, 
to prove that such want of care was the proximate cause of 
the injuries complained of. If the jury believe from the evi-
dence that the plaintiff has failed to prove defendants' negli-
gence and failed to prove that defendants' negligence was the 
proximate cause of the accident, then they must find their. 
verdict for the defendants. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. B. 
The Court instructs the jury that there can be no recovery 
df . damages for an alleged injury unless the negligence 
charged as causing such injury was the proximate cause of 
such injury; that in order to warrant a finding by the jury 
that negligence was the proximate cause of the 
page 82 ~ injury, it must appear that the injury· complained 
of was the natural and probable consequence of 
the alleged negligence, that it ought to have been foreseen in 
the light of attending circumstances. 
INSTRUCTION NO. C. 
The Court instructs the jury that they must consider this 
case solely upon the evidence before them, and the law laid 
down in the instructions of the Court, and they must not al-
low any sympathy which they may feel for any of the parties 
to influence their verdict.· A verdict cannot be based in whole 
or in part upon conjecture or surmise or sympathy, but must 
be based solely upon the evidence in the case and the instruc-
tions of the Court. 
INSTRUCTION NO. D. 
The Court instructs the jury even though you may believe 
· from the evidence that the defendants were guilty of negli-
gence, yet if you shall, also, believe from the evidence that the 
plaintiff was guilty of negligence in any degree which effi-
ciently contributed to cause the accident, then your verdict 
should be in favor of the defendants, as the law neither ap-
portions negligence nor considers degrees of negligence., the 
plaintiff in this case being barred from recovery 
page 83 ~ if he was guilty of negligence in any degree which 
efficiently contributed to cause the accident. 
INSTRUCTION NO. F. 
The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the 
evidence in this case that the injuries sustained by the plain-
tiff were the result of an unavoidable accident and not the 
result of negligence on the part of the defendants, then your 
verdict should be for the defendants. 
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The Court::· (.Again speaking orally to the jury)- That.,it:; 
the law that is applicable to the defendant's theory :of. the 
case. If you find a verdict for the plaintiff you in addition to 
fiµding for the ,plaintiff .have to fix. ,the amount of the dam· 
ages. If you find a verdict :for the-defendant all youihave,to 
do ,is -:find a verdict. for the .clefendant. You fix no damages 
in that case. But if you find a ·verdict for the ·plaintiff, then 
this last instruction tells you what you are to consider in fix-
ing. the damages, .in the event you :find for the plaintiff, and 
that instruction is : 
( See this instruction on next page) 
page 84 ~ Note·:·· : 1rhe · Court continues reading instructions 
to the jury, viz : 
INSTRUCTION 3. 
ii 
The Court instructs the jury that if they find for the plain .. 
tic, Butler, then, in :fixing his damages, they should .conside:r-
the nature of his injuries, whether permarlent or riot, the dis .. 
ability resulting therefrom, the·· pain ··and ·suffering · caused 
thereby, necessary medical and hospital expenses incurred by 
him .as· a: result. thereof., and. any loss of- earnings caused by 
such injuries;'iand fix. his! 1damages at such sum as will. rea~ 
sonably and fairly compensate him for such injuries but not 
to: exeeed the· amount claimed in the notice of motion filed by 
him in this case. 
,, . 
Note: · This ·completes the instructions given to the jury, 
as set out on Pages 72 through 75 above. 
,- , . . ! . 
The Court: All right, at this time counsel will argue the 
case to you, and then you will go to your room for your ver-
dict. 
page 85 ~ Note : At this tbrte the case is argued :t0· the 
. jury by counsel, following which Mr. Goolrick 
stated as follows: 
Mr. Goolrick: Would you mind telling the jury that in-
stead of trying to write out their verdict that they ·may come 
in here and have their verdict written out for them? 
· ·The Court: · Yes~· Gentlemen of 'tlie jnry,. ·you neede.not 
bother about writing out your verdict, but after you have 
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agreed on a verdict you come in and we will fix it up in the 
proper shape. . · ·: 
. Note:' At this point the jury retires at 2 :50 P. M., return-
ing to the courtroom at 3 :20 P. M. viz: 
The Clerk: Have you agreed upon a verdicU You haven't 
written anything. 
The Court: Tell us what your verdict is. 
A Juryman: Jury decided on the insurance company giv-
ing Mr. Butler three thousand dollars. . 
Note: Mr. Goolrick, of counsel for the plaintiff, writes 
what is later read as the jury verdict on the back 
page 86 } of the Notice of Motion for Judgment, which is now 
read to the jury by the Clerk, viz : 
The Clerk: ''We, the jury on the i8sue joined, find for the 
pl~inti:ff and fix his damages at three thousand dollars.'' 
Is that your verdict, gentlemen Y 
R. A. Burgess, Foreman : It is. · 
The Court: (Speaking to R. A. Burgess) You are the 
foreman, are you not Y Then come here and sign this. 
Note: After the foreman has signed the verdict, it is read 
by the Clerk, viz: 
The Clerk: "We, the Jury on the issue joined, find for the 
Plaintiff and fix his damages at three thousand dollars 
($3,000.) 
R. A. BURGESS, Foreman." 
The Court: Is that your verdict, gentlemen? To which 
they answered ''Yes". So say you all? To which they an-
swered, "Yes''. All right, gentlemen,, I want to thank you 
for your attendance here today, and I wish to say to you that 
I think you have been a very good jury. I am going to dis-
charge you now with the thanks of the Court. 
Jury discharged. 
page 87 ~ Mr. Bremner: If your Honor, please, we move 
to have the verdict set aside on the ground it was 
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contrary to the law and evidence, and· for other reasons, or 
certain other reasons, which we wish to put in writing. · 
The Court: Yes, sir. 
page 88 ~ I, Leon M. Bazile, Judge of the Circuit Court of 
the County of King George, Virginia, do certify 
that the foregoing is a true and correct transcript of the evi-
dence adduced, the objections to the evidence, or any part 
thereof, offered, admitted, rejected or stricken out, motions 
and ruling thereon and all exceptions noted, all of the in-
structions granted or refused, and the objections to the rul-
ings thereon, and other incidents of the trial of the case of 
S. V. Butler v. Edward V. Qarter, plaintiff and defendant re-
spectively, said trial before a jury on the 28th day of March, 
1946. · 
I further certify that this certificate has been tendered to 
and signed by me within the time prescribed by Code Section 
6252 for tendering and signing biJls of exception, and ·that 
reasonable notice in writing has been give to the attorneys 
for the plaintiff of the time and place at which said certificate 
would be tendered. 
Given under my hand this the 5th day of June, 1946. 
LEON M. BAZILE 
Judge of the Circuit Court of King George 
County, Virginia. 
page 89 } , ~ L. B. Mason, Clerk of the Circuit Court of 
King George County, Virgi~ia, do hereby ce~tify- · 
that the foregoing transcript of the testimony and other inci-
dents of the trial of the case of S. V. Butler v. Edward V. 
Carter, Plaintiff and Defendant respectively, was filed with 
me as Clerk of said Court on the 5 day of June, 1946. 
L.B. MASON 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of King George 
County, Virginia. · 
page 90 ~ I, L. B. Mason, Clerk of the Circuit Court. of 
King George County, Virginia, do hereby ~ertify 
that the foregoing is a tr~e transcript o~ the rec<?rd. m the 
above entitled action wherem S. V. Butler 1s the plamtiff, and 
Edward V. Carter is the defendant, and that the plaintiff S.. 
V. Butler had due notice of the intention of the defendant. 
Edward V. Carter., to apply for such transcript. . 
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.. ~I fur,ther oer;ify tha.t the defendant Edward V. Carte:t .. has 
executed : a, &:u,s,p~ndi.ng_ ... and -supe'Ksedeas bond in ,accordance 
with the provisions of Section 6351 of the Code of Virginia, as 
amended, in the penalty of four thousand dollars. 
Given under my hand this the 8 day of June, 1946. 
" ". ·; ! j. "'"·." • ': : ... 
. ._· L.: B.,.'.MASON. . 
Clerk of the Circuit-Court.of King· George 
County, Virginia. 
Fee for recording .......... . 
A Copy-Te~te: 
·,.! 
:M. B. WATTS, C. C. 
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